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I Could Not See 
Mable Glenn Haldeman 
At first I could not see God's love behind His chast'ning rod, 
For often shaded was my way, no matter where I trod; 
I only saw the human hand of jealousy and rage 
Determined to in prison walls my fainting soul incage. 
I could not realize that God had methods better far 
Than wisest men of earth who read the signs in sun and star; 
I only saw with human eye the opposition grave, 
By which He meant to wean His child, and from itself to save. 
I could not see that God was love in all and everything, 
Nor that He meant to sever me from all to which I'd cling 
Besides Himself, for Heaven s joy is His desire for me— 
But I can have it only when His loving hand I see. 
I could not wait.on Him alone when ivay seemed hard and long, 
Nor could I realize that He for me' stood firm and strong; 
I only grieved thro' weary hours because I felt alone, 
And failed to see my loving Cod was e'er upon His throne. 
But since I'm learning day by day that Love is seated high 
O'er universe, and in my heart, and hears each human sigh, 
I'm resting with the calmest ease upon that Love Divine, 
And thank Him for His loving arms which ever round me twine. 
No longer do I chafe and fret beneath His loving will, 
Because His constant love has taught, and me it teaches still, 
That there's no crown without a cross, no glory without shame, 
And so for all His discipline I praise His matchless Name. 
I know that nothing that I bear can equal half the pain 
He bore for me, that I with Him may have eternal gain. 
And so my heart in gratitude is full and overflows 
Whene'er I realize. He cares, and all about me knows. 
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RELIEF AND SERVICE COMMITTEE 
RELIEF NOTES 
Milk Station Started in Puerto Rico 
The following report is taken from the 
February issue of the Puerto Rico News-
letter: 
"On January 13, the milk station began 
functioning. 114 children made their ap-
pearance on the initial day. The enrollment 
has since increased, reaching a high of 161. 
The average attendance is approximately 
140. 
"The children are given as much milk as 
they wish to drink. Little Francisco Cintron 
holds the record with six glasses; his am-
bition is to drink 'lots of milk so I can go 
to the States some day.' On 'special' days 
the children receive chocolate milk. As soon 
as some essential equipment can be secured, 
the milk diet will be supplemented with 
prunes, eggs, sausages, corn mush and oat-
meal. As reported previously, the food is 
furnished by the Child Feeding Program of 
the OCD, with Mrs. Grace Tugwell heading-
it." 
Lois Gunden Writes from Baden Baden 
The following excerpts are taken from a 
letter, dated December 4, received from Lois 
Gunden who has been interned at Baden 
Baden, Germany since the occupation of 
France: 
'Our mixed quartet gave a very success-
ful program on Saturday evening after 
Thanksgiving. It consisted of songs from 
a variety of countries, of which the Amer-
ican .Negro spirituals were the climaxing 
group. 
"We had hoped a bit earlier that we 
might have left here before Christmas. 
Things would have to move rapidly for that 
to happen, so we are busy making all sorts 
of plans for programs and entertainments 
for young and old during the holiday sea-
son." 
Vast Quantities of Food to Feed 
Starving Europe 
Vast quantities of American food are 
being placed in- storage depots in Great 
Britain and Africa, in preparation of feed-
ing the starving masses of Europe as soon 
as it bseomes possible to move considerable 
food stocks onto the continent. 
It has been estimated that between 
10,000,000 and 15,000,000 pounds of food, 
over and above that European countries 
themselves may be able to furnish, will be 
needed to meet barest relief needs for the 
first year after the Allied governments 
take over. 
Large quantities of cereals, dried milk, 
powdered eggs, canned meats, dry beans, 
dehydrated vegetables, sugar and other 
commodities from this country already 
have been moved across the Atlantic to 
storage depots in Great Britain. 
No one knows yet just how much food 
will be required for the complete relief 
needs of Europe, but American food 
officials estimate that the total relief re-
quirements during the first year of occu-
pation of what is called a "European re-
quirements area" would be equivalent to a 
year's complete feeding of about 28,000,000 
persons. 
In addition to food, there will likely be 
great need for medical supplies, as great 
epidemics usually follow in the wake of in-
vading Srmies. 
HELP OUR IMPRISONED BOYS! 
Our boys who are now prisoners in Japan 
and Germany would greatly appreciate it if 
we should all join together in fasting and 
prayer for them. Much can be accomplished 
by this means; therefore shall we not unite 
in earnest supplication with humiliation and 
confession of sins, personal and national, 
that God may have mercy upon us in this 
awful hour? 
Evangelist, Mrs. Julia A. Shelhamer, 
1810 Young St., Cincinnati, Ohio. 
Praise 
M. Alice Keefer 
Why should I be silent 
And not sing God's praise? 
New blessings each morning 
Flow on through the days. 
His goodness and mercy 
Have followed my years; 
While love and compassion 
Dried many hot tears. 
His pardon and patience 
Have kept me aright.. 
And lest I should stumble, 
In darkness of night, 
His Word he has given. 
To show the sure way, 
To my home in heaven, 
When closes life's day. 
His good promise also 
Brings courage and cheer; 
Consoles and gives comfort 
When all else seems drear. 
It tells of a future 
Unspeakably blest, 
Awaiting up yonder 
In mansions of rest. 
Yes, I will sing praises 
In spite of sore trial. 
God's presence so precious 
Is near all the while. 
He will not forsake me 
Nor leave me. No, He, 
My Saviour and Shepherd 
For ever will be. 
Mine eyes shall behold Him, 
The King on his throne; 
About Him I'll mingle 
With throngs of His own, 
His pure and blood purchased, 
The tried and the true. 




C. P. S. Rehabilitation 
Winfield Fretz, who has been appointed 
by M. C. C. to study in the field of coloniza-
tion and rehabilitation, has completed his 
study of Mennonite migration and coloniza-
tion. This study has been prepared in the 
form of a small booklet and will be avail-
able for distribution in the near future. 
At the present time, Brother Fretz is in 
the second stage of his study in which he is 
endeavoring to determine the number of 
men in M. C. C, C. P. S. camps who need 
and desire financial and vocational assist-
ance from their home churches, conferences 
or other interested groups, upon their re-
lease from camp. A preliminary question-
naire was sent to all the camps and at the 
present time results are being tabulated for 
further study and planning. 
C. P. S. Life at Mental Hospital Units 
The number and type of activities in 
C. P. S. units at mental hospitals are seen 
in a summary prepared from reports re-
ceived from the leaders of the hospital 
units. The summary was prepared by the 
educational secretary at the Akron Office: 
Religious Life—A number of the units 
have a week-day religious service along 
with services on Sunday. Campers are 
asked quite frequently to participate in local 
church activities. The Ypsilanti unit has 
assisted in the opening of a Sunday school 
at a small country school about four miles 
from the hospital. 
Education—At many units the hospital 
authorities have offered classes on Mental 
Hygiene and Abnormal Psychology for the 
purpose of orienting the men in their work. 
Music occupies a large place in the leisure-
time activities of the campers. Several 
units have organized quartets that have 
done some outstanding work. The units at 
Howard, R. I., and Ypsilanti, Mich., have 
organized choruses. Visits from church 
leaders supplement the educational and re-
ligious program of the units. 
Recreation—Campers are encouraged to 
spend their off time away from their work 
to preserve their mental and spiritual poise. 
Active sports in the units are tennis, ping 
pong, basketball and football. 
Problems—The hospital atmosphere is 
not conducive to mental and spiritual 
growth. Long, fatiguing hours of work dis-
courage attempts at class work on off hours. 
Facilities for religious, educational, and 
recreational life are limited. Unitv of the 
group is difficult to maintain. 
Camp Briefs 
The Smoke Jumper Unit will probably be 
enlarged to double its present camp 
strength of sixty men, if there are that 
many volunteers in C. P. S. Evidently the 
unit at Missoula, Montana, has proved to 
be quite successful and the Forestry 
Service is eager to have it enlarged for 
the coming fire season. 
Recently appointed M. C. C Relief Work-
ers have been visiting camps before leaving 
for their designated fields. Glen Miller, 
appointed for England, visited almost all 
the hospital units in the East, and Willard 
Smith, appointed for Paraguay, visited a 
number of camps in Virginia and Mary-
land. 
> i t w < 
"'Some keys on a piano are not - used 
very often, but they should be there when 
the Master wants to use them." 
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Bible Conferences 
E. J. Sivalm 
j H E BRETHREN IN CHRIST church has 
I sponsored Bible Conferences as a 
feature of her programme for at least 
thirty-five years. Some sections of the 
brotherhood being more alert to sense the 
value of this service have embraced it 
earlier than others. 
We wish to state that it is our sincere 
opinion that this phase of church life, 
(being an adjustment of method to ever 
changing problems) has been a blessing of 
incalculable value to the spiritual life of 
our body. 
Some great teacher said, "it was the 
Reformation that brought the Protestant 
church out of the grave theologically, 
bound hand and foot with grave clothes, 
but it was Bible Conferences that loosed 
her and let her go." There is some ground 
for such a statement and it ought to have 
an appeal to a church such as ours, whose 
cardinal doctrines include a subsequent 
work of grace that liberates souls. 
In our wide contacts with our group, I" 
have been convinced that Bible Institutes 
and Conventions have done much, to unify 
our beloved fellowship. This is a very 
worthy service rendered to a comparitively 
small body scattered over such a wide area. 
There has been a very noticeable and 
gratifying swing toward a greater appre-
ciation for God's Word as tbe basis of all 
christian experience and practice. 
A Bible Conference differs from the reg-
ular preaching service in that it allows 
more freedom of discussion. It offers a 
wider variety of presentation and inten-
sifies or focuses the study of the subjects 
of the Book of Books. 
Like all great blessings enjoyed by the 
church, it stands in continual danger of 
being imperilled by antagonizing forces 
supported by Satan and his agencies. We 
have been at some conferences where it 
seemed to us ulterior purposes threatened 
the real value of the service. This dis-
semination of God's Word should be the 
highest objective of the conference. Other 
worship features such as music, testimony, 
prayer, etc., have a vital relationship in 
maintaining a wholesome spiritual atmos-
phere, but they should not be so conspic-
uous as to cause us to lose our true per-
spective of the purpose of this type of 
service. Bible Conferences primarily are 
not to be staged as exhibitions of talent, 
oratorical, musical or otherwise, but rather 
to unfold and appropriate sacred truth. 
Swinging to extremes must be avoided if 
paramount good is to be received. Some 
programs are so formal and stiff that 
people with keen spiritual tastes recoil 
from their insipidity. Then again some 
committees have planned nothing more 
than a highly emotionalized inspirational 
service. As worthy as that is, we must 
never forget that the only, true found-
dation for all real joy is the message of 
God to man, and it is important that we 
become acquainted with this message and 
grounded in its doctrines, or our tempo-
rary delights will disappoint us because 
they lack foundation. 
If Bible Conferences are to continue to 
be a blessing to us, I feel that in many 
instance a more carefully planned and pre-
pared conference is necessary; instead of 
suddenly deciding we want a conference 
and hastily running up a programme with 
subjects ill-adapted to the needs of the 
participating group. 
We have been deeply moved and highly 
pleased with the most of the work we have 
been privileged to observe in our Bible 
Conferences across the church, and have 
been well impressed with the deeper spirit-
ual tone of the topics and their treatment, 
as well as the conference themes sometimes 
chosen and to which the whole set-up con-
forms. 
Perhaps our concluding thought lacks 
importance, but a precautionary word may 
be appreciated on the dangers of too wide 
a range in selecting speakers. While there 
is a great merit in bringing to our con-
ferences men of wide experience and high 
repute, yet we must be selective enough 
that the doctrines of God's Word as upheld 
by the church are not reflected upon, 
especially those doctrines which mark us 
for distinction and which we must main-
tain at any price. Yea! we must always 
beware lest of our "own selves shall men 
arise, speaking perverse things, to draw 
away disciples after them." Acts 20:30. 
Some conferences have repeatedly been 
so inflated with renowned speakers, sen-
sational subjects, and unusual talent that 
the people have become so addicted to 
these spiritual hypodermics that they are 
less capable of enjoying a period of whole-
some Bible study directed by our local 
men. We need to beware of unpleasant 
reactions at this point. 
May we continue to have more and still 
better Bible Conferences.—Duntroon, Ont. 
A Word About Atrocities 
fITH each day's extension of this 
bloody business of war we are feeling 
increased pressures that are always attend-
ant on war and an integral part of it. 
Long-continued pressures are inclined to 
break certain people who may not be prop-
erly fortified. Many have been very much 
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disturbed about the horrible atrocity stories 
that are being released with greatly in-
creased frequency, and in immeasurably 
increased lurid detail. • 
Although the majority of adults now 
living were close enough to World War I 
to be informed concerning the gross deceit 
so freely practised, and are fully aware of 
the disillusionment following the last war 
when the release of the truth proved those 
stories utterly fantastic and deliberately 
provocative, yet it is startling to see the 
unbelievable credulity of the masses who 
accept the current "release" at face value. 
Anyone who has studied into the meth-
ods of war knows full well that propa-
ganda is one of the foremost weapons. It 
has been a slow and difficult process to 
induce the American people to hate, and 
hate thoroughly. Whatever may be said 
derogatory to the general populace of our 
nation, yet this much is true that they 
have responded very diffidently to the 
frenzied hatred that is so inevitably a part 
of war. In order to effectively "back the 
attack" and go over the top, a much more 
intense hatred of the enemy is necessary. 
The timing of the recent releases was 
most significant. They were concurrent 
with the closing of the bond drive which 
was lagging behind its goal. They also 
paralleled the increasing demand on our 
manpower, which is beginning to break 
up families. People would not respond 
without this hypodermic of hatred. There 
was too much listlessness in attitude to-
ward the war to measure up to the demands 
of its support. The war-makers know full 
well that people do not fight effectively 
until they are induced to hate thoroughly. 
This is why the statements of certain 
Christian teachers, who are supporting the 
war and giving it their blessing by attempt-
ing to discredit the teachings of Jesus and 
His Apostles, seem so ridiculous. One can-
not determine whether they are as stupid 
as they appear, credulously deceiving 
themselves into an acceptance of their fan-
tastic theories about engaging in this thing 
without being tinged with the spirit of 
hatred, or whether they are simply trying 
to rationalize a position which is more 
convenient to them. But the war-makers 
know better. 
In short, the only plausible explanation 
for an almost complete gullibility for the 
evidently inspired propaganda, identical 
in pattern with that used in other wars and 
afterwards completely discredited, is that 
people like to believe it. And right here is 
where we feel a word of warning is needed. 
It is easy for us as peace-loving people 
to be too much affected by the general 
atmosphere about us, and to be swept off 
our feet by the rising tide of resentment. 
A safe rule for us to follow, is to refuse 
to accept any story of atrocities without 
(Continued on page 74) 
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CAN THE BRETHREN IN CHRIST CHURCH 
SUCCEED 
Albert H. Engle 
WE sometimes hear our people express a doubtful attitude concerning the 
program and service of the Brethren in 
Christ Church in the world today. The 
attitude of some approaches defeat when 
they think there is no chance for us to 
render a maximum christian service, or to 
exert a proportionate influence on christian 
thought and world conditions. We be-
lieve this attitude can be changed. We be-
lieve it is possible for the Brethren in 
Christ Church to be a successful soul-
saving institution and a powerful influence 
for righteousness in the world today. There 
are certain fundamental conditions on 
which such success depends. If we meet 
these conditions we will succeed. 
It might be well for us to define what 
we wean by "success. Would the possess-
ion of popularity, worldly power and in-
fluence, or the accession of great numbers 
into the ecclesiastical body mark us as 
successful ? It might include some of these 
factors but is such the essence of success? 
What is the Great Commission ? Was it not 
to make disciples of Jesus in every nation, 
baptize them, and teach them to odserve 
all things that Jesus commanded? Our 
faithfulness in this great work marks us as 
successful. 
What are those fundamental conditions 
on which the success of a church depends? 
First, for a church to succeed, she must be 
orthodox in doctrine. In Acts 2:42, we 
read that the early church "continued 
steadfastly in the apostle's doctrine". The 
modern tendency is to taboo dogmatism in 
religious doctrine and rather apply the 
scientific, open-minded, questioning atti-
tude in the field of religion. This attitude 
is all right if we recognize God's revelation 
through the Holy Scriptures as authorita-
tive and final, and confine our open-mind-
edness within the boundaries of this Divine 
revelation. But when we apply this open-
minded questioning attitude outside the 
limits of divine revelation and even ques-
tion the divine inspiration of the Holy 
Scriptures we open our minds to the vilest, 
most poisonous and soul-destroying errors 
deduced by modern rationalism and satanic 
subtlety. Should we be open to the recep-
tion of poison? If we would succeed as the 
of poison? If we would succeed as the 
early church succeeded we must "continue 
steadfastly in the apostle's doctrine." 
Now let us be open-minded in our study 
of doctrine within the limits of God's 
Word. What is meant by "the apostles' 
doctrine"? We have some people who pre-
• • 
tend a super-loyalty to Jesus by insisting 
on accepting only those New Testament 
teachings which Jesus personally set forth. 
But the apostolic church grew by leaps and 
bounds and its influence was said to have 
"turned the world upside down." They 
were moved and controlled by the Spirit of 
Jesus, and "continued steadfastly in the 
apostles' doctrine. They accepted as their 
creed, their discipline, their rule of con-
duct, the teachings of the holy apostles. 
To them the doctrinal position of the 
apostles was final. 
Indeed there is much difference of opin-
ion in the modern interpretation of Bible 
Doctrine and in the application of its prin-
ciples. To properly interpret Bible Doc-
trine requires open-mindedness, sincerity, 
love of the truth, and the illumination of 
the Holy Spirit. While we do not claim in-
fallibility nor that there is no more .truth 
for us to discover, we do believe that our 
interpretation of Bible Doctrine is more 
perfect and complete than that of any other 
organization of Christians with which we 
are acquainted. If that were not the case 
and our church would not accept a better 
Revealed By His Spirit 
The eye hath never seen, 
The ear hath never heard, 
Nor in the heart hath been, 
The things God's precious word 
Revealeth by His Spirit unto us! 
Yea, Lord, but Thou art there, 
Of heaven, the life and light. 
Thy face more dear and fair 
Than stars of glory bright, 
Revealeth so, His Spirit unto us! 
Thy mighty, boundless love 
Sheds wonder over all, 
The beautous scene above, 
My soul doth e'er enthrall, 
Revealeth there His Spirit unto us! 
The rivers of Thy peace 
Through countuess ages flow, 
Pleasures of joy increase 
Where the redeemed ones go, 
Revealeth yet, His Spirit unto us! 
The triumph of Thy cross 
On every face will shine, 
Thou st made their utmost loss, 
Gain through that blood of Thine, 
Revealeth Thy blest Spirit unto us! 
—Agnes Hisey Olsen. 
interpretation we would be bound to iden-
tify ourselves with that body of believers 
which does stand for the truth. If there is 
some new apostolic doctrine not yet made 
clear to us we would be bound to do our 
best to lead our people into that truth if 
and when we saw it. But if my views of 
Bible Doctrine are fundamentally diverg-
ent from that set forth by my church, I 
will never be a blessing to the church nor 
the church to me. I do most emphatically 
believe in the doctrinal position of the 
Brethren in Christ Church. She has ac-
cepted the doctrine of the Bible concerning 
Deity, concerning sin and salvation, con-
cerning the ordinances, concerning sep-
aration from the world, concerning the Sec-
ond Coming, concerning Future Judgment, 
and the future abodes of the righteous and 
the wicked. Her doctrines are Scriptural 
rather than theoretical; they set forth 
Scriptural deliverance rather than -ignore 
or evade the problem of individual sin. 
We believe, as was the case in apostolic 
times, that world service is a by-product of 
Christianity rather than the goal of the 
Church. 
There are depths of truth for us to dis-
cover concerning the apostles' doctrine, 
but I do believe we are fundamental and 
evangelical in our doctrinal position. 
Hence, what is there in our doctrinal posi-
tion which would hinder our success? We 
believe our doctrinal position is an asset 
and will contribute to our success. 
Of course, it is one thing to formally 
accept the doctrines of the church; it is 
another thing to search the Scriptures and 
become clarified and grounded in the doc-
trines of the Bible and make them a vital 
part of our thinking. 
As a second condition of success as a 
church, I would state that by personal 
experience we must be in possession of, all 
that we can comprehend is for us in our 
doctrines concerning salvation and the 
christian life. To be orthodox in doctrine 
and void of experience is like a leak-proof 
water reservoir without water. How can 
such a reservoir meet the needs of parch-
ing gardens or thirsty mouths? And how 
many times we find^people orthodox in 
doctrine but void of experience; rich in 
intellectual conceptions of truth but poor 
in heart possession of truth. And how can 
they be a blessing to the millions of 
thirsty and starving souls they contact. 
It is no wonder our church does not 
grow as she should. We have many people 
weak in doctrine and consequently poor in 
experience—like a leaky tank with a very 
small inlet for water, or none at all. 
Again, we have people strong in doctrine 
but weak in experience—like a good tank 
but with a small inlet. We also have 
people who have a good experience but yet 
(Continued on page 74) 
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SPIRITUAL FERVENCY 
John A. Climenhaga 
THE words of the Apostle Paul, as found in Romans 12:11, contain a text 
which is often read, but too often, only 
casually. The whole twelfth chapter, 
termed by many "The Consecration Chap-
ter," should be read carefully and fre-
quently. It is filled with what may be 
called "Spiritual Fervency." 
The word fervency is explained by Web-
ster as "State of being fervent; hence, ar-
dor; warmth of feeling or devotion." Fer-
vent in turn is explained as "Hot; glow-
ing. 2, Warm in feeling; ardent." It is 
contrasted with the word fervid. Fervent 
suggests great warmth or earnestness of 
feeling; fervid expresses vehement, im-
passioned, or (often) overheated feeling. 
The New Testament does not contain 
the word fervid, whereas the word fervent 
is found in six places. Fervently is found 
twice. The noun form, fervency, is not 
used at all in the New Testament. It is 
being used in this writing only as a con-
venient way of giving the thoughts herein 
expressed a suitable title or heading. 
Many people mistake the feelings of 
their lives as being fervent when in reality 
they are, fervid. The vehemency expressed 
by some of the advocates of fundamental-
ism and things of like nature, which in 
themselves are just and right, cannot be 
construed as being fervent, for instead of 
glowing with love the life bristles with 
anathemas of the highest description. 
Such positions are not fervent in spirit but 
fervid in spirit, a state of being that those 
who are made perfect in love will not 
have. 
If we would know the use of the word, 
fervent, as used in the Scriptures let us 
examine closely the passages where the 
word is recorded. In Acts 18:25 we are 
told that Apollos "was instructed in the 
way of the Lord; and being fervent in the 
spirit, he spake and taught diligently the 
things of the Lord." Apollos was filled 
with a great, warm, earnest passion for 
the Scriptures and he taught them elo-
quently. He had Spiritual Fervency. He 
taught what he knew with power. He, 
however, was not biased in his position 
but was open to the light of a full gospel 
as taught by Aquilla and Priscilla. As I 
see it, Apollos was not an opinionated 
bigot but was filled with a zeal which 
made him eloquent. Spiritual Fervency 
thus" implies being eloquent. By eloquent 
I do not mean the ability to use polemics 
advantageously, nor to use the weeping 
stunt deceitfully. A person may be elo-
quent without being bombastic. A meek 
and quiet spirit is usually more persuas-
ive than a fervid or vehement spirit. 
The second time the word 'fervent' is 
used is recorded in Romans 12:11, of 
which mention has been made. Let us 
note the context: "Let love be without dis-
simulation. Abhor that which is evil; 
cleave to that which is good. Be kindly 
affectioned one to another with brotherly 
love; in honour preferring one another; 
Not slothful in business; fervent in spirit; 
serving the Lord; Rejoicing in hope; pa-
tient in tribulation; continuing instant in 
prayer: Distributing to the necessity of 
saints; given to hospitality." 
The two outstanding things which I see 
in this paragraph of God's word are love 
and altruism. The day in which we live 
is not conducive to either one of these vir-
tues. The world is filled with hate, re-
venge and retaliation. Spiritual people 
need to watch lest the spirit of egotism 
and _ selfishness overcome them. Abhor 
does not mean that we should hate our 
enemies. God's word expressly tells us 
to love our enemies. It rather implies 
that we should shrink from evil, not be 
overcome by it. To those who would 
quote Matt. 23 and justify the denuncia-
tions of a fiery, worked-up, intense, glow-
ing attitude filled with angry remarks may 
this reminder be given; All of Christ's de-
nunciations were the result of an infallible 
judgment of conditions, and yet behind all 
these nothing but love was manifested. 
Spiritual Fervency implies the greatest of 
love. Let it be without dissimulation i.e. 
without pretense. May it be genuine. Spir-
itual Fervency is real, it is a thing of the 
My Earnest Prayer 
BY KENDIG B. CULLY 
Oh, God I boiv before thy holy throne. 
Inspired with hope and courage from thy 
brow; 
I don an humble and a contrite heart 
To enter sweet communion with thee. 
Oh, Father, God, I see with burning heart 
The waywardness of man here on the 
Earth; 
I feel a need for godly men to teach 
The nomad humans and to guide their 
paths. 
Abroad the reign of ignorance is strong 
And man knows naught about the Way of 
Life; 
At home man turns a listless heart upon 
The things pertaining to eternity. 
Oh, God, I pray that thou will soon in-
spire 
The multitudes that humbly worship thee 
To lead their wandering brother to the 
Cross. —Myerstown, Pa. 
sanctified innermost self. It is spiritual 
•and as such cannot be selfish. It is nat-
urally altruistic. 
The third passage of scripture is found 
in 2 Cor. 7:7. Let us note verses six and 
seven: "Nevertheless God, that comforteth 
those that are cast down, comforted us by 
the coming of Titus; And not by his com-
ing only, but by the consolation where-
with he was comforted in you, when he 
told us your earnest desire, your mourn-
ing, your fervent mind toward me; so that 
I rejoiced the more." It is easily noted 
that a fervent mind includes a comforting 
position in life. And how much such a 
position is needed in the perilous days in 
which we live. Many are the hearts that 
are saddened today, and words of com-
fort must be shown by the Christian if 
they are to be spoken at all. Often my 
prayer has been and is, "Let me live in a 
house beside the road, And be a friend to 
man." 
The next scripture is found in James 
5:16 where these words are recorded "Con-
fess your faults one to another, and pray 
one for another, that ye may be healed. 
The effectual fervent prayer of a righteous 
man availeth much." Let this point be em-
phasized in connection with prayer, espe-
cially prayer for healing. The prayer 
should be fervent. It should glow with a 
warmth of feeling or devotion that will 
assist the person who is sick. Frequently 
the attitude taken is, "Now I have done my 
part, exercise faith and you are healed. If 
you are not healed it is not God's fault nor 
mine, but it is due to your lack oT faith." 
Such an attitude lacks fervency. It has 
very little warmth in it, and may never 
be answered because the administrator 
lacks Spiritual Fervency. 
The last Scripture we shall note is found 
in I Peter 4:8. Here Peter commands, "And 
above all things have fervent charity 
among yourselves: for charity shall cover 
the multitude of sins." I have yet to meet 
two individuals who agree in every detail. 
Nor have I met any individual who does 
not at times err in judgment. The im-
portant thing for us to remember is that 
fervent Charity covers a multitude of im-
perfections. Fervency of Spirit includes a 
kindly attitude one toward another. We 
need to remember the closing verse of the 
Unity Chapter, "And be ye kind one to 
another, tenderhearted, forgiving one an-
other, even as God for Christ's sake hath 
forgiven you." Peter has commanded that 
we should "love one another with a pure 
heart fervently." 
Spiritual Fervency thus includes elo-
quence, love, altruism, comfort, sympathy, 
forbearance, and kindly consideration. As 
these virtues are found in us we will have 
true SPIRITUAL FERVENCY as we serve 
Lord. 
"Time spent in following the Lord is 
never wasted." 
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E. J. SWALM, Duntroon, Ont., Can. 
March— 
Ontario Bible School. 
MARSHALL WINGER, Ontario, Canada 
Saxton, Pa.—March 5. 
Philadelphia, Pa.—May 7. 
BISH. R. I. WITTER, Navarre, Kans. 
Upland, Calif., and Chino March 
PROGRAM 
For the Sixth Annual Fellowship.Meeting of 
the members of the United Zion and Brethren 
in Christ Churches, to be held at the Caroline 
Street, Brethren in Christ Church, Lancaster, 
Penna., Saturday, March 4, 1944, a t 9:45 A.M. 
Eastern War Time. 
Devotional Elder Harry Reich, Ephrata, Pa. 
Address of Welcome Henry Hostetter 
Washingtonboro Pa. 
Topic: What God "Wrought C. N. Hostetter 
Grantham, Pa. 
Song. 
Topic: The Failure a t Kadesh Barnea 




God's Purpose for the Church, in the World. 
Joel Carlson, Harrisburg, Pa. 
Rernarks. 
Closing Hymn and Prayer. 
PLEASE NOTE 
The Education Board is conducting a church-
wide solicitation for our four church schools. 
If you have a contribution you want to make 
before March 15 (Income tax dead-line) please 
send it to H. G. Engle, Abilene, Kansas, or to 
your local Board member. The fund has now 
passed the $17,000.00 mark. 
For the General Education Board 
R. H. Wenger, Carlisle, Pa. 
SPECIAL NOTICE 
We are short a number of copies of some 
of our Sunday School papers. We need 
Sunday School Heralds for July 25 and 
October 10, 1943. We need Sunbeams for 
April 4, 1943. 
Will you please look among your old 
papers to see whether you have any of 
these numbers? We will greatly appreciate 
your help. Send to Editor, Nappanee, Ind. 
> ^«»» i 
Although the manufacturing schedules of 
the American Bible Society for the Army 
and Navy New Testaments have been 
stepped up from 3,000 a day to 6,000 and 
then to 9,000, it has proven impossible as 
yet to overtake the demand, nor have the 
receipts in the Society's special Emergency 
Fund overtaken the expense. At least 50,-
000 Testaments have been ordered for dis-
tribution to service men. The Bible Society 
is continuing steadily its policy of supply-
ing every Chaplain with the Scriptures he 
requests as rapidly as it can get them from 
the presses. 
Many ministerial associations are uniting 
to request contributions from their churches 
for the supply of Testaments to Chaplains 
in adjacent camps. 
"In the light of God's Word, prosperity 
the blessing o- God (Josh. 1:8)." 
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News of Church Activity 
Illinois 
CHICAGO MISSION 
The passing weeks over the holiday 
season have passed all too rapidly. We have 
been conscious of God's presence and help 
during the various weekly services. 
Love feast services were held on Thanks-
giving Day, when Bish. Wilbur Snider of 
Ohio was our special speaker, whose mes-
sages were greatly appreciated. Bro. Mar-
. tin of Dixon also ministered the word. We 
appreciated the friends of Nappanee and 
Garrett, Ind., and Morrison, Illinois, who 
fellowshipped with us. 
Watchnight services were held on Dec. 
31st, when Bro. Brubaker of Upland, Cal. 
and Bish. Ray Witter, were speakers. To 
spend the last hours of the year in the 
place of prayer, when the world is reveling 
in wickedness, brought blessing to all who 
were in that service. Sickness in many 
homes and the strain of the present day 
employment conditions, has hindered at-
tendance of the Bible classes and also in 
Sunday School. Seven classes, however, are 
held each Wednesday afternoon when the 
word of God is given to the children. We 
appreciate the help "of our outside teachers, 
other than the Mission family, in this week-
day school, which is not an easy task. We 
continue to see strangers, especially in the 
Sunday services, and feel that God is work-
ing in our midst. War time is not specially 
revival time, but we feel that where sin 
abounds there does grace so. much more 
abound, and that there are sinsick souls who 
need the gospel and will yield to Him. 
While preparing this report we were 
called to pray with a man in the chapel. As 
he came out of a nearby tavern, he saw 
one of our sisters with her bonnet and ven-
tured to speak to her of the great distress 
of his soul. She brought him to the Mis-
sion where we could deal and pray with 
him. This was a case where God used a 
bonnet to bring a soul. His mental and 
spiritual distress was great and he was on 
the verge of suicide. As we knelt to pray 
he needed no urging, but cried out with 
tears in penitence to God. Immediately he 
felt better. Several days later we called at 
his home, his face was changed. He did 
not look like the same person. We want to 
see him go deeper, but something happened 
to him that day. His son is a minister in 
California. 
Some of our members have moved away, 
leaving gaps in our ranks of faithful at-
tendants, but we believe the Lord will fill 
up these vacancies with those who can not 
only be saved but also can be a blessing to 
others. 
Our kitchen is small and often congested 
with feeding many people. Bro. Harry 
Hock, of Dallas Center, Iowa, without so-
licitation, willingly offered to donate his 
time in building cabinets in our kitchen, 
which was finished in January. Bro. Elmo 
Alleman of Dallas assisted him several 
days. The work necessitated new plumbing 
in kitchen and basement. Our repair ac-
count is large but the Lord has graciously 
supplied the need, for which we praise Him. 
The offerings from Dallas Center, were 
given specially for this purpose. Not only 
did we appreciate Bro. Hock's skilled and 
willing labor but his ministry in the pulpit 
was a blessing to our folk. We marvel at 
the grace of God in his life. Sr. Alice Al-
bright is at present taking the winter Bible 
course at Grantham. The days are evil, sin 
is abounding and Christ's coming draweth 
near. We do thank each one for their 
means, and prayers that God may keep us 
burning and shining for Him in this large 
city.—In His love & service, Carl J. Carlson 
& workers. 
FINANCIAL REPORT, CHICAGO MISSION 
FOR FOUR MONTHS ENDING FEB. 1, 1944 
General Account, Receipts 
Oct.: Bal. on hand Oct. 1, $45.75. Zion S. S., 
Kan., $68.47. Eva Melhorn, Pa., $5. Cora Al-
bright, $5. Wm. "Wenger and R. Martin, Go-
shen, $2. Clare Hoffman, Pa.-, $10. Laban 
Wenger, Pa., $5. Mrs. Willard Stump, Garrett, 
Ind., $2. Musser Martin, Pa., $5. C. J. Ulery, 
Ohio, $5. A. Palk, Chicago, $3. Sr. Swartzen-
druber, Cal., $2. 
Nov.: J. M. Keefer, Millersburg, Pa., $10. 
Fannie Bucher, New Paris, Ind., $10. In His 
Name, for lights, $10. D. B. Martin, Dixon, $2. 
New Paris friends, $5.50. C. Graybill, $1. Mrs. 
W. Snider, O., $5. Mrs. Martin Heise, $1. Viola 
Wagner, $2. Elsie Yarde, $3. Dan Stump, Ind., 
$5. Miriam Little, Dallas Center, $1. C. Kel-
Iar, Dallas, $1. 
Dec : A. Falk, Chicago, $2. Thanksgiving of-
fering, $30.61. Oscar Raser, Hbg., Pa., $2.60. 
Iva Hickerson, Sedgwick, Kan., $5. Mrs. Gin-
grass, Kan., $5. Sister Clayton, $1. 
Jan.: P. B. Friesen, Okla., $2. Miss Over-
high, Ind., $1. P. McBeth, Nappanee, $2. Ruth 
Kellar, Dallas Center, $2. S. E. Offerings, 
$49.20. Y. P. Offerings, $15.67. Grand total, 
$332.80 
Expenses 
Provisions, $183.29. Gas, $15.67. Electricity, 
$49.20. Car license, city and state, $14.50. 
Total, $262.66 
Bal. on hand, $70.14. 
Fuel and Repair Fund, Ending Feb. 1, 1944 
Bal. on hand Oct. 1st, $84.63. Locke, Ind., S. 
S., $35.28. L. Haines, Nappanee, $10. Abilene 
Cong., Kan., $20. H. Wolgemuth, E'town, Pa., 
$5. Mrs. Paul Martin, E'town, Pa., $5. In-His 
Name, Chicago, $10. B. R. Carlson, Chicago, 
$5. Emmanuel Chapel, S. S., Des Moines, la., 
$9.93. C. Kellar, Dallas, $10. J. J. Kellar, 
Dallas Center, $5. L. Hock, $1. C. R. Nissly, 
Dallas Center, $5. Bro. and Sr., Dallas Center, 
$10. A sister, Dallas Center, $2. Glendon Sni-
der, New Carlisle, O., $10. Various and 
anonymous gifts, $33.50. Tithing, $188.48. 
Grand Total, $449.82. 
Expenses 
Paid out for kitchen cabinets and repairs, 
$117.30. Plumbing, labor, hardware, pipe, mis-
cellaneous, $97.68. Fuel, $167.93. Total, 
$382.91. Balance, $66.91. 
We wish to acknowledge provisions and 
chickens for love feast from friends at Gar-
rett, Ind., New Paris and Nappanee, Ind. Pro-
visions including vegetable's, canned goods, 
eggs, etc. Garrett, Ind., sewing circle, bedding 
and garments. From friends at Dallas Center, 
Iowa, eggs, poultry and meat. Friends at 
Morrison Illinois, J. Stump, Allen Longanecker, 
Virgil Gerdes, Mr. Senneff, P. Book, vegetables 
and poultry. 
testimonies were an uplift to us. The at-
tendance was fairly good. 
May God bless Bro. Plewelling's efforts 
wherever he labors for lost souls. We ask 
an interest in the prayers of God's chil-




We have had the blessed privilege of 
having another series of revival meetings, 
continuing three weeks from Nov. 14, con-
ducted by Elder Elwood Plewelling, pastor 
of the mission at Buffalo, N. Y. He came 
filled with the true love of God. His mes-
sages were based on the Word of God, 
bringing conviction to sin sick hearts. A 
number knelt at the altar of prayer. We 
enjoyed having Elder T. S. and Sr. Doner 
with us for a few meetings, also Elder Wal-
ter Bohen of Upland, Cal., and Bro. and Sr. 
Emerson Climenhaga of Bertie, Can. Their 
Ohio 
AT BEULAH CHAPEL, SPRINGFIELD 
Our Love Feast was held the last Satur-
day and Sunday in October. Bro. Emanuel 
J. Rohrer from the Highland District was 
our visiting speaker, and we appreciated his 
ministry very much. 
-*• Bro. Albert H. Engle, Garlin, Ky., came 
to us Nov. 23 for our revival meetings, and 
we enjoyed almost 3 weeks of spirit-filled 
Kentucky preaching. In spite of Satan try-
ing to hinder in every way he could, the 
Lord very graciously gave us a precious 
revival. We are especially thankful for the 
presence of the Holy Spirit in the services. 
Altar services sometimes lasted until late, 
but the definite, ringing testimonies which 
resulted assured us that the hours were 
well spent. 
We always like to send in our revival re-
port a few weeks late, so that we can tell 
our Visitor Readers that our Prayer Meet-
ings still show the results of the revival. 
As I write I have just come from our mid-
week prayer meeting, and one of the revival 
converts gave a sincere testimony of the 
joy and peace she is finding in serving the 
Lord. 
Visitors are few these gas-rationing days, 
but on January 30 we had the pleasure of 
Eld. Paul W. McBeth, Elizabethtown, Pa., 
bringing us the Sunday morning message. 
He spoke on Soul Winning, making a deep 
impression on his listeners. May the Lord 
help us all to be Soul Winners.—Cor. 
A Challenge To All Christians 
In my evangelistic work during these fif-
ty years God has definitely led me in many 
experiences. I have seen many precious 
souls saved and have enjoyed many prayers 
with others. The burden of my heart is to 
encourage our dear church people to con-
tinue the great mission of our Lord, "Go 
ye therefore and teach all nations," and 
"The fields are white to harvest but the 
laborers are few." 
This last summer in new fields we met 
many souls glad for the truth, and I am 
glad that we as a people have a gospel to 
preach; the true doctrine of God's word 
that is real and satisfies our need if it is 
accepted. Our dear young people, will you 
let the Lord have his way and give your 
life and time to win souls? Pray for a 
real concern for souls, be separated from 
the world and live a life for God and others. 
I often feel sorry that I have not given 
more of my time in service for souls but 
will yet do what I can. We expect to have 
tent campaigns in new fields this summer. 
We need help and your prayers. There is 
much false teaching and deceiving of the 
people. May the Lord help us in these last 
days to do our best. Some of our dear 
mission workers are called home to glory. 
May others fill their place, and then when 
done with earth and its cares hear that wel-
come voice. "Well done thou good and 
faithful servant,—" 
—Sincerely, Eld. H. O. Musser. 
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Pennsylvania 
REPORT OF LLEWELLYN MISSION 
Because of the sickness and death in this 
community we have been kept quite busy in 
visitation and this report has been more or 
less neglected. 
Our revival was held for almost two 
weeks from Thanksgiving Evening to De-
cember 7. Bro. Monroe Dourte of Manheim 
was our Evangelist, and proved to be very 
faithful both to us and to God as he deliv-
ered soul thrilling messages each night for 
the entire campaign. He also was quite a 
help in the special singing each night. We 
here wish to express our sincere thanks to 
Bro. Dourte and pray God's blessing on him 
as he continues serving in other fields. The 
attendance was fair, considering circum-
stances but it could have been greatly im-
proved. There was heavy conviction through-
out the entire meeting, but due to Satan's 
heavy chains we were not privileged to see 
anyone yield to the Saviour's dear pleading. 
We had a Christmas program for the 
children on December 23, which turned out, 
we feel, to be a success. With all the sick-
ness that was going around here and else-
where we didn't think we would have much 
of a program but to our surprise nearly all 
the children were there that had part and 
our Chapel was well filled with hardly a va-
cant seat. We feel that this made an im-
pression on the children as well as their 
parents and it was an aid to our Sunday 
School. 
We wish to extend our appreciation to the 
"Helping Hand Class" of the Palmyra Sun-
day School for their thoughtfulness at 
Christmas time. Each member of our school 
wishes to thank the members of that class 
for the beautiful gifts received from them. 
The Lord willing, we expect Bro. Henry 
A. Ginder to be with us for a two week's 
revival beginning March 12. We would ap-
preciate having you enjoy some of the meet-
ings here with us, but we understand that 
in these days of rationing a lot of things 
are impossible. But there is one thing all 
can do that is not rationed. We are earn-
estly asking you to remember this field in 
your prayers, that souls might consider 
their standing with God and give Him their 
all.—Bro. and Sr. C. E. Landis. 
* ^ » * i « 
PALMYRA CONGREGATION 
On Sunday morning, Jan. 9, 1944, Bro. 
Simon Bohen was ordained to the ministry 
in the presence of a large group of mem-
bers and Christian friends. We were priv-
ileged to have with us his brother, Walter 
Bohen of Upland, Cal., who preached the 
ordination sermon. May God bless Bro. and 
Sr. Bohen as they assume new and respon-
sible positions in the work to which the 
church has called them. 
Bro. Walter Bohen was also our evangelist 
for revival meetings which began the same 
Sunday evening, continuing until Jan. 23. 
Bro. Bohen brought forth the full gospel 
message in simplicity and power. The at-
tendance was consistently good, with many 
Christian friends of sister churches attend-
ing. Several confessed a need of Christ in 
their lives. We are sorry there were others 
who resisted conviction and did not yield to 
Christ. 
messages for which words of appreciation 
were spoken. 
Rev. A. C. Rosenberger of the Souderton 
congregation was with us for the last ten 
nights, and his ministry was very accepta-
bly received. The messages which he gave 
shall long be remembered for the depth of 
thought, the earnestness of spirit and the 
instruction in righteousness which they con-
tained. 
Extensive visitation was done by him and 
the pastor during the seven week days that 
he was with us. According to the word 
which he gave at least fifty homes were 
contacted and prayer offered in each home 
visited. 
A number of hands were raised for prayer 
and the hearts of the Stowe Mission ad-
herents were revived. However no one re-., 
sponded to the altar call which was so 
faithfully given. But it is the conviction of 
the Stowe Mission that the meetings were 
a success as spiritual food was imparted 
unto the hearer. May God abundantly bless 
Brother Rosenberger for his labors of love 
and cooperation. 
portunities. We are born into the world 
with clinched fists and leave with our hands 
open. The pleasures of the world bring con-
demnation and finally damnation. 
Heaven is at the end of a Christ-filled 
life. When we leave here we will go to 
Heaven, its vestibule or some blessed place. 
If the streets of the city are gold, what 
will those mansions be like! Get riches in 
glory in the bank stocks of Heaven, and 
have assets that never close up. 
People who don't have time to be Holy, 
will take time to die. No appointment has 
ever kept death from your doorstep. He is 
on the track of every one of us and we'll 
meet the appointment sooner or later. The 
Devil likes to keep people from thinking of 
death. Every heart beat brings us nearer 
the coming judgment, whether we like it or 
not. 
There is disaster down the road without 
Christ.—Sent by A. B. W. 
STOWE 
The Stowe Mission Brethren in Christ 
held a two weeks revival meeting from 
January 9-23. The first five nights our 
pastor, John A. Climenhaga, gave us the 
EXCERPTS FROM REVIVAL SERMONS 
AT ZION MISSION 
Eld. Marshall Winger, Evangelist 
Heaven is not a chance but a choice. You 
can't run with the world and have a tri-
umphant life back of you. The "No Harm" 
doctrine is paving the way to hell for a lot 
of people. 
To keep your young people satisfied, get 
them sanctified. The head will be alright if 
the heart is right. If you want to get sanc-
tified you've got to press your case. The 
Devil will put up a fight but be encouraged 
and go through. We live on faith; bless-
ings come and go. 
We'll have tests and trials, but it's time 
to keep our chins up because we are going 
up, we are not promised smooth sailing, but 
we are promised safe landing. 
Salvation is big enough and real enough 
that you can know you got it. We are liv-
ing in an age when people are satisfied with 
so little. To be filled with all the fullness 
of God, we must be emptied of our empti-
ness. 
Life is the settling time for eternity. Ac-
counts will be settled at the judgment that 
never have been settled here. Death is 
God's call to judgment. You'll never walk 
the streets of gold with carnalitv in your 
heart, carnality is the grandson of the Dev-
il. Secret sins will be flashed on the 
screens of eternity. Get rid of sin or it 
will get rid of you. Raise the price of 
your soul. 
We need a ticket for glory, stamped by 
the blood of the Man of Galilee. Once our 
sins are put under the blood, judgment will 
not reveal them. 
If your religion is no good at home it's no 
good in church. People with a goat spirit 
are resentful, stubborn, balky, sensual, eat 
most anything, and pollute the atmosphere; 
but the earmarks of a sheep are clean, sep-
arate, reliable, peaceful, loving and blessed. 
The corruption of the tobacco habit leaves 
when a person is born again, as well as 
other nasty habits and we smell and look 
and act, like Christians. It's hard on good 
health to live for the devil. If you don't 
love the Brethren you're on the road to 
Hell. An accusing Devil in the heart makes 
us an accuser of the Brethren. The Devil is 
in the home-wrecking business on the right 
hand and on the left. 
Death is the great separator to all the 
beauties of the world, and silences all op-
CROSS ROADS 
On Monday evening, Jan. 24, Bishop R. 
I. Witter of Navarre, Kansas, came to 
labor with us at Cross Roads, Donegal 
District, in a two weeks' revival effort. The 
weather was favorable and the attendance 
was quite good throughout the meetings. 
Bro. Witter brought us inspiring and heart-
searching messages. We thank the Lord 
for the way He met with us. A number of 
souls were to the altar, a few for the first 
time and others for a fuller consecration. 
It is our prayer that more will respond be-
fore it is too late, and that those who just 
started may remain true and walk with 
God. May God's rich blessing rest on Bro. 
Witter and his labors as he goes to other 
fields.—B. Irene Wolgemuth, cor. 
God Did It 
God graciously answered prayer during a 
dry spell in June and July by sending a 
bountiful rain, thus giving feed for the 
cattle. Later, in haying time, a loving God 
again sent abundant showers, reviving 
grass for the stock, followed quickly by 
beautiful haying weather. He restrained 
thunder showers in stacking time. In Aug-
ust frost was withheld. Praise Him! 
He gives me strength to be helpful—to 
scatter seeds of kindness—and sweet com-
fort by the way. Blessed, blessed Jesus. 
August thirteenth I prayed, if it was God's 
loving gift to me, He would send a cloudy 
time, while I was weeding, as the work was 
heavy, and very tiresome when weather was 
hot. He sent the cloudy time. Praise Him! 
In November, carrots in the cellar were 
found to be spoiling, being covered with a 
grey mold. I remembered the promise, 
"And I will rebuke the devourer for your 
sakes, and he shall not destroy the fruits 
of your ground." (Malachi 3:11.) I prayed, 
the mold was checked and the carrots are 
good. Praise Him! 
I will take this opportunity of thanking 
the Saints, who in Welland Mission in 1930 
graciously prayed, through with me until 
God bestowed the gift of His blessed Holy 
Spirit, with His joy, glory and sweetness. 
When God filled me with His Holy Spirit, I 
promised to take Jesus as my great Phy-
sician. When, over a year ago, I suffered 
with an irritable skin disease, and my eyes 
troubled me, I wrote to Bro. Eyster for an 
anointed handkerchief. My Father, for 
some wise purpose, permitted the 'skin dis-
ease to remain for long, weary months. I 
believe, at the time of writing, He has re-
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buked the eye and skin trouble. Praise Him. 
I am so thankful withal, He kept my 
heart filled with Love for Himself. Last 
summer, I lost my hearing. In January, 
this year, God in His great love restored it, 
so that now I can hear "Baby Ben" tick 
quite clearly. 
"And they overcame him (the Devil) by 
the blood of the Lamb, and by the word of 
their testimony." (Rev. 12:11.) 
—Mary E. Murphy. 
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HOME MISSION TREAS. REPORT 
Receipts 
Bal. on hand Oct. 1, 1943 .' $1,018.49 
Green Spring Cong- 42.14 
Locke S. S., Ind 2-8.62 
Pleasant Hill S. S., Kan 38.91 
Grantham S. S 49.71 
Mow'ersville Cong 95.69 
Bethel S. S., Mich 69.04 
Otto Burkholder 5.00 
Bro. and Sr. G. G. Lyons 100.00 
Bro. and Sr. Harry Wiles 10.00 
Miss Mary 'Wiles 5.00 
Palmyra - '. 81.80 
Rosebank S. S., Kan 18.10 
Bro. and Sr. Mervin Brubaker 10.00 
Franklin Corners Church & S. S 14.25 
Balance on Orlando acct 1.00 
Ida Sollenberger 5.00 
Maytown S. S 59.18 
Canook Creek S. S 15.00 
Chestnut Grove S. S., O., 67.82 
Messiah Home Cong 33.32 
D. H. Kreider 5.00 
Mrs. Cora Allirgh 5.00 
Lenkerville S. S 25.00 
Highland S. S., 0 34.79 
B. J. Rohrer 27.00 
Madison Union Chapel 48.28 
Orlando Church, for deficit 60.33 
Clarence Center Church 74.59 
Montgomery S. S . 76.29 
Bethel S. S., Kan 14.50 
North Franklin Dist 20.00 
Grantham Dist 50.00 
A friend of Missions, Dayton 40.00 
Miss Susan Waltz 5.00 
Sr. Steigherwalt 5.00 
Harry Wiles . 15.00 
Mifflin Juanita Dist 23.04 
Fairland S. S 86.42 
Interested in Souls, tithe 10.00 
Clear Creek Cong , , 13.93 
Rays Cove Cong 14.00 
A lover of missions 40.00 
A Bro. and Sister, Palmyra 30.00 
Bal. Liberty Valley revival 48.27 
Pasadena S. S., Cal 5.00 
Bro. & Sr. and family, Mt. Pleasant.... 16.00 
Dallas Center S. S 77.00 
Louise Garling 10.00 
Colyer S. S 30.00 
Messiah Home S. S 63.38 
J. Musser, tithe 10.00 
Walter E. Bohen 25.00 
Hummelstown Dist. ' 27.19 
A Bro. & Sr., Cross Road 15.00 
Manor-Pequea Dist 440.24 
Zion S. S., Kan : 103.52 
Palmyra Sunday School 200.00 
In His Name. 11.57 
Receipts for Detroit Parsonage 
Oct. 1, 1943 to Dec. 31, 1943 
Sr. Bucher, a gift $ 100.00 
Loan for Detroit Parsonage 1,100.00 
Bro. & Sr. Soudertown, Silverdale Dist. 25.00 
Souderton Door Offering box 50.00 
Bro. & Sr. Henrv Rosenberger 10.00 
Bro. & Sr. Chris Heer 10.00 
Bro. Sr., Cross Road 10.00 
Sr. Sarah Ball 5.00 
Merle Brubaker 3.00 
Orlando S. S 11.63 
Bro. & Sr., Springfield, Ohio 250.00 
Detroit check : 343.80 
Matilda Smoker 2.00 
Blva Smoker 2.00 
W. C. Kelloge ., 5.00 
Lizzie Hodel 10.00 
Rapho Dist 25.00 
Martinsburg S. S 25.68 
Conoy S. S 52.37 
Olive Books 5.00 
Jonas. Coughlin 50.00 
Geo. W. Deihl 25.00 
God's Dove Mission 57.71 
Church at large 76.61 
A Joy giver 366.66 
Elizabethtown S. S 25.00 
Union Grove S. S " 51.00 
Bro. & Sr. Carl Stump 10.00 
A Sister, Fayetville 10.00 
Total Receipts and Balance $6,290.82 
Total Disbursements 5,329.88 
i Balance on hand Jan. 1, 1944 $960.94 
Expenditures 
Lizzie Lenhert, Ann. Interest $15.00 
Mary E. Hoffman, Ann. Interest 4.00 
Elizabeth Anna Landis, Ann. Interest .... 5.50 
Edna Booser, Ann. Interest 7.50 
Fannie Sanders, Ann. Interest 38.50 
Erma Z. Hare, fare to Chicago 17.30 
Eld. Wm. Rosenberry, moving 42.00 
Dorothy Wenger, fare to Chicago 27.83 
Amos Ginder, use of car 15.00 
Mildred Hann, back allowance 25.00 
Sect, car fare, Phila. to Detroit 35.78 
Seidle Bros., moving expense 77.25 
H. W. Buckwalter, mov. to San Fran 71.92 
Vernon Brandt, service in Ky 28.71 
Home Owners Loan Corp 17.40 
Esther Ebersole, part allowance 8.33 
Evelyn Frisinger, fare to Detroit 13.74 
Home Owners Loan Corp 17.40 
Brotherhood Mutual Insurance Co 10.25 
Brotherhood Mutual Insurance Co 1.30 
E. V. Pub. House, stationery 10.50 
Preston & Elsie Partherner 15.00 
Isaiah. Bashore 19.50 
Clayton M. Engle, ev. service 34.50 
LeRoy Walters, moving 100.00 
Amos Ginder 25.00 
Home Owners Loan Corp 17.40 
Lewis Sider, special 15.00 
N. Star Mission Special 10.00 
Cyrus Landis, rent 60.00 
Advance funds for Detroit Parsonage.. 1,300.00 
Workers allowance 2,124.17 
Payment of Loan and interest included 
in above receipts 1,119.10 
Total Disbursements $5,329.88 
Humbly submitted, Abner Martin, Treas. 
— MA R R I A G E S -
ZEECHEK-NIESLEY — In the Carlisle 
church Jan. 29, 1944, Bro. Ray Zercher, son of 
Bro. and Sr. Andrew Zercher of Mt. Joy, Pa., 
and Sr. Ruth Niesley, daughter of Bro. and 
Sr. Cyrus Niesley of Carlisle, Pa., were united 
in holy wedlock, in the presence of a host of 
relatives and friends. The pastor of the 
church, R. H. Wenger, officiated. The happy 
couple is now located at Howard, R. I., where 
both are employed in hospital service. May 
God's rich Messing attend these young people. 
— O B I T U A R I E S — 
TREY—Bro. Frederick B. Frey of Conestoga, 
R. 2, Pa., was born Oct. 2, 1855, and died Feb. 
10, 1944, aged 88 years, 4 months, 8 days. 
Bro. Frey was a retired farmer. When a 
young man he was converted and united with 
the Brethren in Christ Church of which he 
was a faithful member. During the last few 
years of his life his health began to fail, and 
his mind was drawn more heavenward. His 
last testimonies were that his time would not 
be long here. He often expressed the desire 
to go home. 
He leaves to mourn, his wife, and these 
children: Mrs. Katie Miller, at home: Forrey 
B. Frey, Washington Bow, Pa.; Ira F. Frey, 
Lancaster; Minnie, wife of Stoner Seitz, Col-
umbia, R. R.; Fanny, wife of Charles Hess, 
Millersville; Lottie, wife of Henry Charles, 
Lancaster, R. R. 2; Armor P. and Frederick F. 
Frey, both of Conestoga, R. R. 2; 30 grand-
children, 18 great-grandchildren; a brother, 
Heistand Frey, Washington Boro; and a sister, 
Mrs. Annie Brenneman, Columbia. 
Funeral services were held Feb. 13, 1944, at 
2 p. m., at the home with further services at 
the Creswell Evangelical church at 2:30. 
Services were in charge of Bish. H. N. Hos-
tetter and Bish. C. N. Hostetter. Text, I 
Thes. 4:17, "And so shall we ever be with the 
Lord." Burial was made in the adjoining 
cemetery. 
I •!» I 
MCTAGrCrART—Emma E. BrubaKer McTag-
gart passed peacefully away in Kindersley at 
the age of 62 years, 4 months, 3 days. . She 
was born in Illinois, later moving with her 
parents to Kansas. After her marriage to 
Benjamin McTaggart of Staynee, Ont., they 
moved to Ontario. Afterwards they moved to 
Kindersley where she resided until the time of 
her death. There remain to mourn her loss 
four children, Mrs. Roy Hannon of Netherhill, 
Sask., Mrs. John Parker of Pequot Lakes, 
Minn., Lloyd, serving with the Canadian army 
overseas, and Dorse of Calgary, Alberta; three 
grandchildren, and one brother, J. H. Brubaker 
of Mt. Morrison, Colorado. 
At an early age she was converted and unit-
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ed with the Brethren in Christ church, remain-
ing a member until time of death. Funeral 
cervices were in the United Church of Kinders-
ley, conducted by Eld. N. W. Climenhaga and 
Rev. Byggdin of the Free Methodist church. 
Burial in the Kindersley cemetery. 
MICJHAEXi—Sr. Mary Michael, wife of the 
late Eld. Nicholas Michael of Sherkston, Ont., 
departed this life on Tues., Jan. 18, 1944, in 
her 84th year. She was a daughter of the late 
Bro. and Sr. Peter Winger of Stevensville, 
Ont., and a great-grandchild of the founder of 
tiie Tunker church in Canada, Bish.. John Win-
ger. She was converted over 60 years ago and 
united with the Brethren in Christ (Tunker) 
church of which she was a devoted member to 
the end. On Nov. 23, 1884, she was united in 
marriage to Eld. Nicholas Michael and was a 
faithful standby to her husband in the min-
istry. He predeceased her about 20 years ago. 
Even down to old age she was active for the 
Lard with a testimony for Him on her lips 
and just the evening before her departure was 
talking to some of the younger people con-
cerning the interest of their souls. 
She leaves to mourn their loss 1 daughter, 
Nancy (Sr. Norman Sider), 5 grandchildren, 3 
great-grandchildren and 9 step-grandchildren, 
also one brother, Ellis Winger, besides other 
relatives and friends. Funeral services were 
conducted on PH., Jan. 21, at the home and 
then at the Black Creek church by the home 
ministry, Bish. Bert Sherk speaking first, with 
each of the other ministers following. Prayer 
was offered by Eld. Christ Moyer, evangelist. 
Interment in the Beach cemetery. the Beach cemetery. 
SHANK—Sr. Anna Wingert, wife of Bro. 
Charles E. Shank, Chambersbufg, Pa., R. R. 6, 
fell asleep in Jesus at the Chambersburg hos-
pital, aged 49 years. She had been ill three and 
one-half weeks. 
Sr. Shank was a daughter of the late Bro. 
Samuel D. and Sr. Fannie Hoover Wingert. She 
was converted early in life and remained true 
to her vow till death. Sr. Shank very faith-
fully performed her duties' as the wife of a 
deacon in the Mennonite Church of which she 
and her husband were members. The family 
will miss the love of a loyal and devoted 
mother. The large attendance at the funeral 
gave evidence to the respect and esteem in 
which she was held by her friends. 
Those who mourn her early departure are 
her husband, six sons, and one daughter: John 
S., Ruth E., Marlin W., Raymond W., at home; 
Paul of Chambersburg, R. R.; Glen of Green-
castle, R. ,R.; Charles of Hershey, Pa. These 
brothers and sisters also survive: Bro. Aaron 
Wingert, Narvarre, Kans., Bro. Daniel Wingert, 
Chambersburg; Sr. Nancy Musser, Shippens-
burg; Sr. Susan Rife, Chambersburg; Martin, 
of York; Sr. Rhoda Wenger, Carlisle; Sr. Fran-
ces Sollenberger, Chambersburg. 
The funeral was held from the home with 
further services at the Marion Mennonite 
Church, January 25, at 2 p. m. Scriptures 
used were Psa. 39 and I Cor. 15:51. Revs. 
Christ Martin, Irvin Lehman, and Norman 
Martin officiated. Interment in cemetery ad-
joining church. 
SNYDER—Sister Alice E. Snyder, daughter 
of the late Abraham Shank, was born Feb. 15, 
1893, died Jan. 26, 1944, aged 50 years, 11 
months and 11 days. Funeral services were 
conducted from the Miller funeral parlor at 
Elizabethtown, on Sat. P. M., Jan. 29th. Rev. 
Weigel, pastor of the Church of God conducted 
the opening service. Elder S. O. Brubaker 
had the sermon, text, Mark 14:8: "She hath 
done what she could." Interment in the Conoy 
cemetery. She leaves to mourn, 3 daughters, 
of Elizabethtown, Verna, Vesta and June, and 
one son, John, serving in the armed forces 
overseas. Sister Snyder was a faithful mem-
ber of the Gospel Band Bible class of which 
the writer is teacher. We as a class miss her 
in our study period, but we are sure that our 
loss is her eternal gain. Sister Snyder very 
ably cared for the church house quite a num-
ber of years. There, too, she will be missed. 
1 * • » i 
"It is not just prayer that brings heal-
ing to the sick, but the 'prayer of faith'." 
"Even if there is a lot of unbelief in 
the world, we may have faith." 
"Though it may seem that right is on the 
scaffold and wrong is on the throne, it will 
not always be so. God will have the last 
word to say." 
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PHILOSOPHICAL, OR PRACTICAL 
One D. Voder "They say, And do not." Matt. 23:3 
RELIGION can be theoretical, or prac-ticaltical. Onr Christianity can become 
philosophical—that is, taken up with study 
and explanation of its principles; or, it can 
be practical—that is, taken up with its 
demonstration in every-day life and con-
duct. 
The subjects of our text must have been 
of the philosophical type for they did not 
neglect to diligently study and teach their 
religion. However, our Lord most severely 
denounced them and their way of religion, 
because they excused themselves from liv-
ing and practising that which they taught. 
Those who should have had heaven's high-
est blessing for their inherited knowledge 
of religion, were utterly disowned of God 
because their religion wilfully became one 
of profession without practice. 
Well can we afford to take an inv.entory 
of our present-day view of religion, to as-
certain whether such conditions obtain in 
the Christianity we quite loudly profess? 
As adherents to the conservative standards 
of Christianity, we can well ask ourselves 
whether our emphasis today is on the 
practical side of religion, such as our 
forefathers believed and lived. Or, might 
we be taking the easier and cheaper way, 
which permits us to study and say much 
about the elements and standards of our 
religion without emphasizing much "to 
observe and do?" Are we, like the Phari-
sees, seeking the honor of men by our 
study and loud profession, or are we seek-
ing the honor of our Lord by practicing 
our Christianity at the cost of self-denial 
and persecution? 
What about the present world conflict 
and its terrible tragedies; is it the result 
of the absence' of a sufficient peace testi-
mony? Doubtless there have been sufficient 
thousands who have cried "peace" and 
have advocated to nations and to individ •'< 
uals the way of peace as opposed to war, 
but the number who are willing to demon-
strate the way of "The Prince of Peace" in 
practical life, are few. Not a philosophi-
cal, but only a practical Pacifism can keep 
away war. 
As Conservative Churches who profess 
to believe in Non-resistance and separation 
from the world, why are we drifting so 
rapidly from the very standards that we 
so loudly profess? Can we make God, 
and the world too. believe our professions 
if we do not emphasize more the practice 
of the same? With renewed study and 
emphasis on these peculiar doctrines, both 
from press and pulpit, how can the under-
current of the world be so amazingly 
sweeping us away from these very things 
we boldly talk and write about? 
Is there not abundance of evidence that 
we are becoming philosophical at the ex-
pense of the practical? Are we not fast 
coming to the place where we, like the 
Pharisees, are deceiving ourselves by think-
ing we can deceive both God and our fel-
low-man with a loud profession of our 
religion, and at the same time excuse our-
selves from its practical demonstration? 
Because of the seeming cost of practicing 
our Christianity in an un-godly world, are 
we not fast selling out the "faith of our 
Fathers" and our inherited way of Chris-
tianity, by going to school with the Phari-
sees, who, to receive honor and praise from 
men, made a loud profession of their re-
ligion, but both failed to live a practical 
religion and also taught such infidelity to 
others! 
Christ our Savior taught His standards 
convincingly because He first lived them. 
Our forefathers sought to do the same. The 
Pharisees taught their religion with em-
phasis but failed to live it. From whom 
Thou Dost Remember Me 
Fannie E. Davidson 
Mighty God and great Creator, 
Over all a Mighty Ruler, 
Everlasting and Eternal; 
Angels bow to Thy decree, 
Mountains show Thy majesty, 
Heavens Thy divinity, 
Nature Thy supremacy; 
What a ivonderous God have we, 
In Thy greatness Thou art mindful, 
Of Thine own from sea to sea, 
And Thou dost remember me. 
What a wonderful salvation, 
For the lost of Thy creation, 
Fallen man in Satan's clutches, 
Finds deliverance in Thee; 
Thy dear Son the remedy, 
For He paid the penalty, 
When He suffered agony, 
So that man could hence go free; 
What a precious loving Father, 
Stands revealed, a God in three, 
And thou dost remember me. 
Vm so glad I found this fountain, 
Opened wide on Calv'rv's mountain, 
For my sins were all forgiven, 
W hen Thou heard'st my earnest plea, 
Thou did'st give me liberty, 
Over sin the victory, 
Gave within a melody, 
Since to Thee I bowed the knee; 
Now I know henceforth, forever, 
Thine alone I'll ever be, 
For Thou dost remember me. 
are we learning today? Whose trade-mark 
does our religion bear? The Pharisees 
acquired the "praise of men" for their 
philosophical religion. The true servants 
of God sought His divine favor by living 
their faith even if they were awarded the 
martyr's death. Which shall we seek to-
day? 
Can The Church Succeed? 
(Continued from page 68) 
are not clear in doctrine. In service, they 
might compare to a leaky tank with a 
false doctrine, but how much greater bless-
ing they would be if their doctrinal posit-
ion woud be made clear. Thank God for 
a few people, strong in doctrine and rich 
in experience; the outlet overflowing of 
their life brings great blessing to others. 
What we need today is a larger part of our 
membership rich in the experiences of sal-
vation. Too many of our people do not 
even have a definite experience of regener-
ation. Few of our people have a clear 
ringing testimony of sanctification and the 
baptism with the Holy Ghost. 
Every layman in our church should be 
what someone called "pulpit reflectors"; 
that is, they reflect during the week the 
Christ that the ministry presents in the pul-
pit on Sunday. We should consistently 
manifest that genuine spirit of love and 
unity which so profoundly impressed the 
world as an asset of the apostolic church. 
The inconsistencies in our lives should be 
removed and every means appropriated to 
"adorn the Gospel of Christ", for it is 
"the power of God unto salvation". It will 
transform the world if we present it in its 
beauty and power. Give us a church clear 
in the doctrines of the Bible, and rich in 
the experience of salvation, baptized with 
the Holy Ghost and we will have gone a 
long way toward success. 
(Continued next issue) 
About Atrocities 
(Continued from page 67) 
a parallel account of the other side. Better 
still, defer consideration on these highly 
improbable and dangerously provocative 
one-sided stories until after the close of 
the hostilities, when unprejudiced research 
and unimpassioned reason can be resumed. 
Let us keep our minds free of this war 
propaganda, and the war spirit which it 
engenders. A word to the wise is sufficient. 
"Many professing Christians would not 
hold a job six months if they were no 
more loyal to that job than they are to the 
Church." 
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SPIR ITUAL G I F T S 
W. 6. Godbey 
" T H E R E are diversities of gifts, but the 
I same Spirit. There are diversities 
• of ministries, but the same Lord." The 
Holy Ghost bestows on appreciative sinners 
the gifts of illumination, conviction, justi-
fication, regeneration, adoption, and the 
witness of the Spirit. Without this beau-
tiful group of gifts, no sinner would ever 
be saved. In sanctification the glorified 
Savior gives you the Holy Ghost Himself 
to sanctify, comfort, fill and keep you for-
ever. After the Holy Spirit has moved 
into your heart, He has another cohort of 
inestimable gifts which He wishes to be-
stow upon you, not only to fortify you 
against the adversary, but especially to 
panoply you for the Lord's war and em-
power to become instrumental in the salva-
tion of others. There are nine of these 
gifts, all entirely different either from 
other. Hence there is quite a "diversity," 
developing infinite dissimilitude among 
their possessors. When Jesus is crowned 
Lord of all on the throne of the heart, He 
dispenses an infinite diversity of ministries 
to His saints, sending them in all directions 
on missions of love and mercy, doing His 
will on earth as the angels do it in Heaven. 
"There are diversities of operations, but 
the 'same God, who worketh all things in 
all ." Here we see the beautiful and har-
monious co-operation of the blessed hea-
venly Trinity. God works in us a vast 
diversity of operations, enlightening, trans-
forming, renewing, upbuilding, sanctifying 
and glorifying, the Son sitting on the 
throne of the heart, dispensing the different 
ministries, and the indwelling Holy Ghost 
furnishing the potent and diversified gifts 
requisite to the.different ministries and the 
variant operations performed by the same. 
"To each one the manifestation of the 
Spirit has been given to profit." The 
omnipotent Trinity co-operate in the won-
derful plan of salvation, give perfect vic-
tory to every humble, believing, apprecia-
tive soul, while all of these spiritual gifts 
are at your availability. Some will be 
manifested in great prominence in one, 
another in another, indefinitely, for the 
glory of God and the good of humanity. 
First in the glorious catalogue is "wis-
dom," which is sanctified intelligence, and 
so much needed in the diversified emergen-
cies of this life. 
One hundred and fifty years ago a poor 
Irish family migrated to America and float-
ed off to the wild woods of Kentucky, and 
settled on the frontier. Ere long the baby 
died. They were all superstitious Roman 
Catholics. No priest was heard of in all 
the land to pray the poor little thing out of 
purgatory. They were all in deep sorrow. 
One day a backwoodsman said to them: "A 
fellow called a circuit-rider comes around 
once a month; for aught I know, he may 
be a priest. I feel sure he js a man of that 
sort." "By all means send him to our 
house." Fortunately, Bishop Asbury's 
blood-washed, fire-baptized circuit-rider 
happened in that part of his monthly 
round in a day or two. Receiving the in-
formation, he went at once to the Irish 
cabin, and called on the heartbroken fam-.. 
ily. "I heard you were in trouble, and 
have called to see you. I am the circuit-
rider. "Oh! but we want a priest to pray 
the baby out of purgatory. Are you a 
priest?" "Oh, yes,.1 am a priest." "Are 
you a Roman Catholic priest?" "Not ex-
actly: but I can do anything a Roman 
priest can." 
The man concluded he was all right, the 
difference being simply in this new coun-
try, so they hailed him welcome and turned 
over to him the job. "Oh," said he, "the 
baby is not in purgatory, but in Heaven. 
It is the prettiest thing you ever saw. It 
has never cried since it got there, and the 
angels are all delighted with it." This 
helped them wonderfully, so they broke 
down with grateful tears. Now he inter-
viewed them about their souls—asked them 
if they had ever been born again. All 
responded in the negative. Then he told 
that the baby was in Heaven; that they 
were all on their way to Hell. They were 
convicted under his plain talk, and asked 
him to come again. This was all the ex-
cuse he wanted to make their house one of 
his regular preaching-places, as he had no 
churches. So he published the appoint-
ment all round his circuit. The day ar-
rived: the house was crowded with red-hot 
Methodists, singing, praying and shouting 
uproariously. The fire fell. They all were 
converted and joined the Methodists, and 
turned preachers. They have gone preach-
ing from the Atlantic to the Pacific, and 
are preaching yet. I am one of them; for 
I have given you an item from the history 
of my family. All originated from the 
spiritual gift of wisdom possessed by the 
pioneer circuit-rider. Without this gift, he 
never could have turned priest and succeed-
ed in converting that ignorant, supersti-
tious family. I could write a volume on 
this wonderful gift.—Selected by Iva C. 
Herr, from God's Revivalist. 
"Now is the accepted time." Do not put 
off salvation, or blessings, or duties. 
War is the voluntary work of our own 
hands, and whatever reproaches it may de-
serve, should be directed to ourselves. 
—Henry Clay. 
The Old Highland Church 
/ am thinking tonight of a dear old church 
Many, many miles away, 
T'is there I went when but a child, 
And I love it still today. 
Many voices re-echo from the golden past, 
From those who have long since gone 
To a better land beyond the sky, 
That land of Eternal Dawn. 
Back thru the years memory leads me on; 
Enraptured I follow—'till 
I cross the threshold of yesteryears, 
" And enter the church on the hill. 
Once more a child, walking down the aisle 
Holding on to my parents' hands,— 
Mother's plain dress—father's flowing 
beard— 
Soon I'll meet them on "The Golden 
Strand." 
I can see just as plain as tho yesterday. 
Old brother Jake Wenger again, 
And dear brother Free on the pulpit there; 
"On Jordan's Stormy Banks," they sang; 
Then "Loving Kindness 0 How Great," 
Was vibrant in the air. 
Then a hush prevailed in every pew 
While Samuel Herr led us in prayer. 
Old Brother Dohner gave a hearty Amen, 
Brother Samuel Hoke prayed aloud. 
Somehow or other God seemed so near 
As if hovering right over the crowd. 
I can hear Brother Miller and Brother 
Herr 
Expounding the Word of God, 
And Brother John Hoover—now on streets 
of gold 
Where mortal man never has trod. 
T'was Lovefeast time at the Highland 
church, 
Folks came for miles around. 
They didn't come in automobiles— 
But buggies covered the ground. 
'Tis evening and I hear them sing, 
"The blood will never loose its power," 
Then — "T'is midnight and on Olive's 
brow." 
0' what a solemn hour.1 
Communion now—0 sacred rite! 
Our heads in reverence bow, 
Commemorating His suffering and death 
On old Golgotha's brow. 
I'm far away from those scenes tonight, 
Separated by miles and years. 
But in sacred memory of those days 
My eyes are filled with tears. 
Time and space will not permit 
All those dear saints to recall. 
But naught in this world can separate 
The love in my heart for them all. 
How strong the cord that binds the past 
With each heart beat today! 
My spirit sighs for loved ones gone,' 
And for the "Highland Church" far away. 
—/. C. Burkholder. 
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Foreign Missions 
Cut To The Bone 
THE police car passed the school house. The teacher and his pupils momentari-
ly froze with fright, and I stood there 
before them suddenly forgotten, without a 
bit of attention. 
No car but the missionaries' car had 
ever been seen to travel the winding path 
cut through the narrow mountainous pass 
which ended at Lushumbe School. The 
many villages dotting the hill sides and 
hiding behind the rock-formed kopjies, by 
their very position give a suspicion of pov-
erty, crime, and backwardness. During the 
rains the streamlets gush down these 
slopes, over the gardens and onto the pajhs, 
leaving badly eroded a road which is 
almost impassable even during the dry 
season. The people had feebly tried to 
make the path passable, but the nine miles 
still savour of mountain heathenism. So 
the police swore. 
The van stopped at the village adjoining 
the school plot. Then the teacher reported 
a fight which two days previously had end-
ed when one woman had a deep gash cut 
into .her right leg exposing a large portion 
of the bone. I quickly went over to this 
non-christian village, partly because it had 
been a long time since I had seen a white 
face, but more particularly with concern. 
The police had already begun investiga-
tion. Then I was shown what an axe can 
do when hurled by an irresponsible, half-
drunken man while in a fit of anger. 
Added to the revolting sight were the three 
days' intense heat upon an undressed and 
unsutured wound. 
Where is the man and where is the axe? 
The guilty man came forward wearing a 
tortured countenance. His gesticulations 
were of forced humility and sorrow. He 
began as if to truthfully explain the whole 
situation, but as he proceeded the dissent-
ing uproar grew until he was stopped. The 
woman began to give her evidence. In pain 
she sat outside her hut, describing the 
crime and while also nursing a four-
months-old baby. The child was begging 
and demanding it's sore mother to comfort 
it's little pangs of hunger. By instinct the 
mother tried, but the child turned fretting 
away time and time again from the empty, 
fevered breast while she continued to give 
her version of the inhumane attack. 
• Silently I sat observing, listening and 
thinking. Can it be possible for the villege 
nearest the school who can hear the call to 
worship not only by the bell but by every 
gospel song sung during religious services 
and never to seek Christ? This villege is 
reeking with superstition, sexuality, drunk-
enness and nakedness. A life time, even 
generations, of non-constructive thinking 
has lined their countenances with their 
predominant desire for sensuality. And I 
with James, sighed, "For what is your 
l ife?" "And God saw the wickedness of 
man was great in the earth, and that every 
imagination of the thoughts of his heart 
was only evil continually." 
The man denied having used an axe but 
produced a rough-edged stick about a foot 
in length which he claimed he threw only 
to frighten the woman so she would obey 
him. The group dissented and said he 
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"Launch Out The Ship" 
C. Theressa Long 
"Launch out into the deep and let down 
your nets for a draught."—Luke 5:4. 
Tis not given to all, deep-sea fishers to be, 
And a well-laden net draw to shore 
With its burden of souls; but, my brother, 
you see 
There are those who must toil at the oar. 
Then away to the oars! Brother, pull with 
a will; 
The ship "Mission" launch now with the 
tide; 
Let it carry the fisher whose nets he may 
fill 
Where the precious deep-sea souls abide. 
Brother, warm to the oar; Sister, victual 
the ship, 
For the voyage is weary and long; 
And the fisher will need all your aid on his 
t r ip— 
Send him forth with a prayer and a 
song. 
To the oars, to the oars! Brother, pull with 
a will; 
Launch the good "Mission" out on the 
tide. 
Let it carry the fisher whose nets he may 
fill 
Where the precious deep-sea souls abide. 
It is true oft the oarsman is hidden from 
sight 
And gets seldom a thought, Sister; yet 
The Lord judges our work, and our guer-
don at night 
May be that of the man with the net. 
Then away to the oars! Brother, pull with 
a will; 
Launch the good mission ship with the 
tide, 
For it carries the fisher whose nets he will 
fill 
Where the precious souls waiting abide. 
—Missionary Tidings. 
threw his axe, but no one knew where it 
was hid. To bring a little pressure on 
such a prevaricator the police clamped the 
hand-cuffs on him. The first effect was 
consternation and frenzy, but it soon 
cleared his thinking, and in his utterly 
helplessness he led them to a couple of 
"blind alleys," then finally to a grain bin 
in which two axes were cleverly concealed. 
There was the axe still spotted with hu-
man blood, ready to silently testify. Where 
is the Love that never fails? It should 
have been dwelling in this heathen, crim-
inal soul because it disposes of all hate. 
.Where is the Truth that shall make free? 
It should have been guiding this perverted 
mind because it gives true vision. Where 
is Life? He, the Christ, the Saviour, 
should have given New Birth, a New Life 
to this man who liveth yet not abundantly. 
The man finally confessed his act in detail. 
May he confess now the Christ, who is 
preached at his very door. May he seek 
and possess the abundant life. May he 
know the great revelation of truth. May 
he learn to dwell in harmonious love and 
christian fellowship.—J. E. Hershey. (On 
Trek, Oct. 9, 1943.) 
"And Straightway One Of Them 
Ran." 
— Matt. 27:48 — 
WE HAVE often felt lately that we would have been better pleased if 
Matthew had told us a little more about 
this most interesting individual, and not 
only about what he did that day at Calvary, 
but also who he was. We confess to hav-
ing taken a strong liking to him, because 
he appears to belong to that class of 
mortals that gets there and does things 
worth while. We also feel drawn to him 
because he seemed to be in very close 
proximity to our Lord on that dark day 
when He was on the Cross dying for our 
sins. We have no desire whatever to know 
anything further about the others that 
stood and scoffed, mocked, railed and wag-
ged their heads. Neither do we crave any 
further knowledge of those who with cal-
lous indifference said "Let be," "Let us 
see." No voice heard at Calyary seems so 
cruel as that one. It means, leave Him 
alone and let us see what will happen to 
Him. But we do feel an insatiable longing 
in our souls to know more of the "runner," 
and to share his heroic spirit. 
Well, who was he? Was he another 
Joseph of Arimathsea, and one who loved 
the Lord secretly? Or was he just moved 
to do something that day out of mere pity 
for the suffere on the middle Cross? We 
do not think so. It has been said that he 
was a Roman soldier and was probably 
posted there that day to do duty. If he 
was a soldier he would be there to see that 
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the sentence passed by the law was pro-
perly carried out. Of course, there were 
two kinds of soldiers present. There were 
soldiers at the Cross and soldiers of 
the cross. This man may have started out 
that morning as a soldier at the Cross, but 
we would like to think that he finished the 
day as one of the true soldiers of the Cross. 
We have often admired another soldier 
(The Centurion) who was present at the 
Cross, because when all was over he made 
an acknowledgement which exalted the Son 
of God. We do not wish to speak disparing-
ly of the Centurion, but we have not read 
anywhere that he did anything. If we have 
to choose between them we prefer the one 
who ran and did something. 
But why did this man run so eagerly and 
so quickly? What was it that came over 
him? Did he have a command to run or 
was he urged by somebody to do some-
thing? Did he hear a voice, or did he see 
anything that others did not see? Yes, 
we would say that the reason he ran so 
fast was because he heard something and 
saw Somebody. He heard a cry from the 
lips of the suffering and dying Redeemer, 
and he saw a most desperate need . We are 
told that although he heard the cries from 
the middle Cross he did not understand a 
word that was said. This makes his run-
ning all the more praiseworthy. Here is a 
man who does not allow any language diffi-
culties to keep him from service. He has 
heard the language of love spoken in the 
depths of his heart, and having felt the 
irresistible pull of need, he must do all he 
can at once to help meet it, whether he 
understands everything or not. He has 
heard the cry of the suffering One for 
something to help quench his thirst and he 
will go and get it whatever happens. No! 
Duty or no duty; country or no country, 
he must respond to the appeal ; he has 
heard and he must satisfy the inner voice. 
And there is today a heart-breaking cry 
going up from the parched lips and from 
the broken hearts of millions in heathen 
countries for Living Water to quench their 
thirst. A terrible picture can be seen in 
all lands where Christ is unknown, of 
suffering and need, loneliness and despair, 
dissatisfaction and misery, darkness and 
hopelessness, and nothing anywhere within 
reach to relieve it. 
Have you heard the cry, and have you 
seen the appaling need? It^is a very ter-
rible cry, and once you "have heard it you 
will surely be a runner. Dreaming and 
talking about the cry and the need will not 
do; you must run. The conditions in 
heathen darkness are not going to be 
changed by motions and resolutions, some 
•of us will require to leave our comfortable 
little homes and billets, and run, so that 
the needs of the sufferers on the cross of 
cruel heathenism may be met. 
And for what did the soldier run? He 
knew exactly what was repuired to meet 
the need of the One who had cried, and it 
was that for which he went. In his kit 
he had some undrugged wine, called vine-
gar, which was part of his daily ration, 
and he got that and gave it to the Lord. 
It did not look much, but that did not 
matter; he must give it. No thought in 
this man's mind about keeping his rations 
to himself, and at the same time asking 
others to give theirs. No, he would give 
all he had, seeing that it was to help a 
Sufferer in need. He handed it up, didn't 
he? And was it not accepted? He ap-
pears to have been the last person to show 
a kindness to the Son of God before He ex-
pired on the Cross. Don't you feel that" 
you would have liked to have been in his 
place, and to have had the honour to ren-
der such service to the Saviour? Well, it 
is not yet too late to run and give. If you 
have been to the Cross, and you have 
heard that cry, and have seen the need in 
dark heathenism, you can run like the sol-
dier. Have you anything in your kit to-
day that suffering humanity very badly 
needs? Why not run now and get it out, 
and pass it on to the sufferers? They are 
crying out now for your help. Will you 
be among the reasoners that say, "Leave 
them, the heathen, alone." Or will you 
be one of the runners, "And straightway 
one of them ran"? The Lord help us to 
run and also to give.—The South African 
Pioneer. 
Where Are The Men? 
WHEN a beautiful cultured young woman, possessing all the accom-
plishments and charms that usually place 
one high up in the social world, deliber-
ately turns her back upon the homeland 
and goes out to a life of privation in a 
distant uncivilized community, there is 
something working which the minds of un-
regenerate men cannot fathom. But when 
she bears the burden of primitive life and 
the hardships of missionary pioneering 
which would challenge the mettle of ath-
letically minded young collegians, largely 
because these same young men feel 
"called" to remain at home, there is some-
thing working, or failing to work, which 
may well perplex the hearts of those who 
call themselves Christians. 
The following paragraphs from a letter 
by a young woman in Bolivia, recently 
arriving at the scene of her future service, 
should speak with telling force. 
"Some might speak of this ranch at 
Quesimpuco as a 'God-for-saken' place, but 
it is not that. Rather, it is a God-filled 
place, because it is one where Christ, God's 
Sori, is preached and recognized as the 
altogether lovely One. It is the home of 
two young women who have left all to 
follow Him and to carry the message of 
His salvation to some of the most neglected 
down-trodden souls on earth. 
"On our four days' journey from the 
railroad out through the Andes to this 
Indian ranch, our old Bolivian guide made 
this remark, T am old, and a Bolivian, but 
I could not live among these savages. You 
girls are young, and not Bolivian; how can 
you live here?' Our means of conveyance 
was by mule; our shelter at night, mud 
huts, and we slept on mud floors, or mud 
beds, and our food was mostly Bolivian 
soup and bread. 
Raw Paganism ' 
"The night we arrived at the ranch the 
natives were in the midst of one of their 
'feasts'—and a drunken, dancing lot they 
were. We were told that this had been 
carried on for a whole week, and that it 
would continue until all the liquor they 
had prepared was exhausted. This feast is 
always held before sowing time, and the 
Indians believe they must observe it each 
year or the crops will not grow! 
"However, these Indians are not really 
savage, as the Bolivian man called them. 
They would not harm the two young 
women who are seeking to make Christ 
known to them. They are friendly; yes, 
they have even asked for missionaries to 
come to their different ranches and teach 
them. A number have taken their stand 
for the gospel, and others would' like to do 
so, but they are too old. 
"We hear it said, 'The Indian cannot 
learn, he is like an animal,' but here in 
Quesimpuco there is real evidence that 
some of them can learn very readily, and 
are eager for all they can get. The Misses 
Myers and Anderson, who are carrying on 
their work here in connection with the 
Bolivian Indian Mission, have an enroll-
ment of thirty in their school—some very 
young boys, some older ones. The little 
girls, whose work for the most part is that 
of shepherdesses, have no opportunity for 
attending school. 
Hungry for Teachers 
"Out through the Andes Mountains of 
Bolivia there are many of these Indian 
ranches and a number of them are calling 
for teachers. Every few days or weeks, 
one will call at this ranch to ask if a 
teacher cannot be sent to their ranch, and 
on the desk of our director are several peti-
tions signed by all of the leading Indians 
of this neighborhood asking for teachers 
for the whole community. 
"After all, the old Bolivian probably ex-
pressed the sentiments of many when he 
said he would not live in such a place. One 
without Christ would say, "It is a real 
sacrifice.' One with Christ can say, 'It is a 
privilege.' 
"Some may say, 'It is a difficult, rough 
life for a woman.' But the answer, in the 
form of a question, would be, 'Where are 
the -Dorothy Brickell. in The 
Bolivian Indian. 
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News Of The Church-wide 
Solicitation 
THE task assigned to The General Educa-tion Board by the General Conference 
of last June is slowly but surely being 
executed. The total amount contributed 
and subscribed has now passed the $1,700 
mark. Of this amount, over $1,300 is in 
cash, and it is gratifying to know that 
money pledged is being paid promptly. 
This growing sum will remain with the 
Education Board until conference of 1944, 
when distribution will be made to our sev-
eral schools. 
The Board desires to cover the entire 
Brotherhood before Conference if possible, 
but if we fail to visit your congregation, 
please do not think that you have been 
forgotten. Not a single member of our 
beloved church is to be denied the blessing 
of sharing in this forward step in christian 
education. Just in case you may want to 
give before a service is arranged in your 
community (and before March 15, income 
tax deadline) just send your check or 
money order to H. G. Engle, Abilene, Kan-
sas, the board treasurer, or to your local 
board member. You as well as your dis-
trict and congregation will receive proper 
credit. Our Lord, who remembers all such 
gifts, will make proper reward. 
During the solicitation a question has 
arisen which the writer will endeavor to 
answer. 
LIVING ENDOWMENT FUND 
This solicitation has no connection what-
soever with the Living Endowment. The 
Living Endowment will seek contributions 
every year, and is carried on by the school 
promoting it. 
This campaign is sponsored by the Edu-
cation Board of our church and in a sense 
it is an extraordinary solicitation. Nothing 
like it has ever been attempted. Twenty-
five years ago the church was solicited for 
Messiah Bible College. But this is a solici-
tation for all our schools, conducted by a 
General Church Board with the sanction of 
General Conference. It therefore becomes 
the duty and privilege of every member, 
every, congregation and every district to 
share in this endeavor. 
The manner in which the church has 
been responding is commendable. The 
Lord will richly bless the individual who 
shares in this work, and the blessing of 
God will surely rest on that church which 
feels a responsibility for her youth, in pro-
viding adequate means of education under 
favorable christian surroundings. 
R. H. Winger, 
For the General Education Board. 
Why Give To Our Church 
Schools? 
THE campaign of the General Education Board to raise funds for our Church 
Colleges and schools is now begun. The 
first published report indicates that seven 
districts have made contributions of $15,-
089.51. The reports from these seven are 
not yet complete. What will the remaining 
districts and mission districts contribute? 
There are twenty-nine districts and a large 
number of mission district churches from 
which we await reports at a later date. 
Why give to this cause? Our Church 
schools and colleges are not as good as 
their friends would like to have them. 
They are better than some critics give them 
credit for being. They are training our 
future ministers, mission workers and lay-
workers. Records show that a high per-
centage of the young people who attend 
them remain, or become, members of the 
Brethren in Christ Church. Records also 
show that from the number of our young 
people who are trained solely in public 
high schools and other colleges, a high 
percentage drift away from the Church. 
Church colleges have faced great diffi-
culties in the last two decades. State and 
Federal governments have made available 
huge sums of money for public education. 
Christian schools have had fewer folks giv-
ing large sums. They have had to depend 
upon the smaller gifts of wage earners and 
the group with lower incomes. They can 
only carry on as a multitude of folks 
stand under them giving a portion of the 
Lord's money to the cause of Christian edu-
cation. 
We should give to foreign missions but 
we should also give to the institutions 
which train our foreign missionaries. We 
should give to home missions but we 
should also give to the institutions that 
train our home mission workers. We 
should give to our beneficiary funds which 
support the aged but we must also give to 
prepare our youth for effective living. We 
should give to expand the borders of the 
Church and to gather in the outsiders but 
we should also give to the institutions to 
promote the work of the Church by nur-
turing the children born v/ithin her bor-
ders. 
Your gifts will make it possible for us 
to have better Church schools and colleges. 
It is the responsibility of the respective 
Boards of Trustees of these institutions to 
secure administrators who love and are 
loyal to their Church. It is the duty of 
these administrators to secure the same 
kind of men and women as teachers. It is 
the duty of these administrators and teach-
ers to develop training centers that will 
•challenge and lead our youth to holy liv-
ing, unselfish serving and passionate wit-
nessing for their Lord. It is the duty of 
our young people to respond to this chal-
lenge from Christ and the Church. 
Our schools and colleges must be 
strengthened financially. They cannot car-
ry on their ministry unless the Lord's 
people adequately support them. We will 
give if we love the Lord and His Church 
and our young people. The General Edu-
cation Board is now engaged in a most 
significant task. Their program is unify-
ing and solidifying the educational inter-
ests of the Church. We should give this 
campaign our united support. 
M. B. C. News Notes 
Christmas Choral Program-
On Thursday evening, December 23, the 
Choral Society, Ladies and Male Chorus 
groups, presented their annual Christmas 
program of Sacred song under the direc-
tion of Earl Miller and Frances Smith. In 
spite of traveling restrictions, the Auditor-
ium was well filled. 
Lecture on Germany . 
On Friday evening, January 7, Gerhard 
Seger. a former member of the German 
Reichstag, who escaped from a German 
concentration camp, delivered a lecture on 
"That Man Hitler." 
New Teacher 
Clarence Z. Musser, a member of the 
M. B. C. staff for eight years, and Jacob G. 
Kuhns, who has been serving for the past 
six years, discontinued teaching at the end 
of the first semester on account of Selective 
Service requirements. The College has se-
cured the services of Ira Miller, an or-
dained minister of the Mennonite Church, 
to serve as teacher of English. He is in 
charge of the Mennonite Mission at Steel-
ton, Pa. 
Revival and Bible Conference 
The fall revival was conducted under the 
leadership of Elder H. W. Landis, Des 
Moines, Iowa. The Lord's blessing attend-
ed the preaching of His word and the min-
istry of our Brother proved a blessing to 
both College and community. For the 
mid-winter revival, Bishop Charlie B. By-
ers will serve as evangelist. The session 
opens February 24 with the convening of 
the 35th annual Bible Conference. 
Winter Term 
Winter Term sessions opened Monday, 
January 31, with an enrollment of 38. 
This is the largest special Winter Term en-
rollment in the history of the College. 
Young people are present from Iowa, Illi-
nois, Indiana. Ohio, Kentucky and Penn-
sylvania. In addition to this group of 
regular winter term enrolees twelve stu-
dents from the local and nearby communi-
ties are enrolled for night classesL 
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YOUTH CHALLENGES EDUCATION 
Dorothy Thompson 
THE following letter was recently sent by an undergraduate of one of our 
great Eastern universities to the president 
of that institution. Better than anything 
else I have read, it sums up the dilemma 
of our "educated" youth. It needs thought-
ful reading by educators and parents. 
"You, sir, were brought up from ear-
liest childhood in an atmosphere of trad-
itional Christianity and democracy. You 
read, learned and inwardly digested the 
Bible. Nearly every Sunday you went to 
church, and there you heard and believed 
sermons which postulated the divinity of 
Christ, eternal principles of right and 
wrong, the existence of the human soul, a 
personal God and a life after death. 
Thanks to your early training, your life 
as you have it derives its meaning largely 
from the teachings of Jesus. 
"During your youth you also were ed-
ucated to think that man is superior to 
animals, that he is a free agent capable 
of choosing between good and evil. Loyal-
ty to country was an ideal you came to 
cherish, and your schooling never caused 
you to doubt that man possesses certain 
inalienable rights. Your position is typ-
ical of your generation. 
"But what about us, the youth of Amer-
ica? What have we been taught to revere 
in the university you direct, and in other 
similar institutions throughout the land? 
"In the modern college it is probably 
fair to say that Christianity has progress-
ively lost its grip on young minds. You 
may have noticed that, unlike you, most 
of us have scarcely ever glanced at the 
Bible. When our elders refer to eternal 
verities, absolutist ethics, we are likely to 
recall the lesson your instructors in soci-
ology have driven home—that morals are 
relative to time and place, that what is 
good in one society is bad in another. Such 
teaching is separated only by a hair 's 
breadth from the view that there can be 
no such thing as sin. Have we not gleaned 
from your very own professors of natural 
science, philosophy and ancient history 
that religions are the product of myth 
and superstition and that men create gods 
in their own image; that if there is such 
a thing as the soul, no scientist has ever 
isolated it in the laboratory? 
"Turning to political systems, you 
learned that man is distinct from animals, 
and yet our biology courses now conceive 
of man merely as one species of mammal. 
Furthermore, is not your traditional doc-
trine 'of free will at odds with the basic 
assumption of modern science—determin-
ism? Why, a logical inference from 
every psychology lecture we have ever 
attended would be that man's least 
thought and act can be wholly explained 
in terms of cause and effect; that every 
<^ 
choice is dictated by a billion strings of 
deterministic factors leading back to the 
dawn of time. 
"Moreover, the concept of progress you 
accepted must include some criterion of 
progress. Assuming all such criterions, 
like morals, are relative, changing with 
time and place, does not the whole concept 
become illusory? Finally, from lectures, 
from assigned reading in H. L. Mencken, 
Charles Beard, Walter Millis, Aldous Hux-
ley, and the like, we learned that men 
have always falsely pictured their own par-
ticular little tribe or little nation as God's 
anointed, as a superpeople whose culture 
ought to be forcibly disseminated to the 
ends of the earth. Accordingly, we know 
not whether to praise or curse the current 
flag waving, and a belief that the American 
system is much better than any other. 
"Thanks principally to you and to your 
fellow educators, little of the learning we 
absorb includes value judgments. If a 
lecture seems to clash with traditional be-
lief, discussion of the fact is generally 
omitted. Our instructors the country over 
are accustomed to present an aloof and ob-
jective interpretation of their material, 
leaving us alone and unguided to draw our 
own conclusions and integrate our own 
philosophies. Therefore, as one spokesman 
for' a floundering generation, may I ask 
your help in answering some questions— 
auestions so desperately important to us 
that the whole course of our lives hangs 
in the balance? 
"What reason is there, in light of present 
knowledge, for continuing to accept any 
form of Christianity? If the implications 
of modern education are what they appear 
to be. was not Jesus of Nazareth an ordi-
nary human whose naive outpourings re-
veal a sad ignorance of politics and eco-
nomics, whose precepts constitute a fan-
atical repudiation of human nature as your 
subordinates have taught us to view i t? 
If it is correct to infer from sociology 
that sin is nonexistent, why should we cul-
tivate anv restraints or tolerate any in-
hibitions? If the teachings in American 
halls of learning are valid, will you kindly 
point out the fallacy in 
"The good old rule . . . the simple plan, 
That they should take who have the power 
And they should keep who can. 
"If men are but animals, why not 
treat them as such? An animal has no 
rights. The law among animals is the law 
of the strong. If man is a slave to deter-
minism, incapable of a free choice, what 
is the value of the ballot, trial by jury arid 
civil liberties in general? If there is no 
natural law in the universe, how do vou 
justify those inalienable rights which the 
Declaration of Independence asserts men 
to possess? If patriotic fervor is just a 
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manifestation of an 'enlarged tribalism,' 
why do you think America is worth de-
fending ? 
"Personally, I fail to understand how 
you, or any other college president, can 
expect us to become ardent Christians and 
democrats when the vital postulates on 
which these faiths are supposed to rest are 
daily undermined in the classroom. 
"One thing seems certain, and I state this 
with all the solemnity of which I am cap-
able: You and other educators the country 
over are now rearing a brood of potential 
fascists! The sacredness of the old ideals 
is fast being abolished, and no alternative 
outlook has been proposed. Granting that 
there is no discernible meaning in life, 
that sin is nonexistent, then it seems reas-
onable to slaughter minorities. Provided 
that men possess no natural rights, are not 
vested interests justified in cloaking a 
ruthless autocrat with the power to impose 
a blue-print of order and symmetry on 
society? If material welfare is the ultimate 
end, state socialism could probably fur-
nish more bread and circuses for all than 
the old free enterprise. 
"Isn't it palpably obvious to you that 
at the root of the trouble lies an apparent 
contradiction between the implications of 
our studies and the ideals we are expected 
to revere? Of course we are apathetic, 
discontent, reluctant to assume the respon-
sibility of thinking and acting. Of course 
we live solely in the present, without 
visions of the future, without any firm 
convictions, hiding under a mask of con-
ventional behavior the ffutilitarianism' the 
more thoughtful of us clearly recognize, 
the less thoughtful profoundly sense. Of 
course our feet are a thousand miles off the 
ground. We, the young, are the American 
Tragedy. 
"Some of our leaders have wondered 
why we are not more excited over total-
itarian aggression and ruthlessness. But 
for most of us the international situation 
is ultimately a case of one group of an-
imals without rights or free will torturing 
another group of the sam ebreed. No Pro-
methetan fires of faith and sacrificial zeal 
burn in our hearts. Our wishy-washy ad-
herence to Christianity and democracy 
pales into nothingness alongside the in-
credible devotion of German youths to the 
Nazi creed. You may as well face the 
brute fact that our education has made the 
difference between us and you far more 
deep-striking and revvolutionary than any 
normal variation in generations. 
"Our situation has indeed grown more 
serious than you think. Your generation 
must soon pass on to our hands the torch of 
democracy and Christianity. Our hearts 
impel us to be faithful to that trust, but 
our heads that you have helped condition 
may decree otherwise. As men think, as 
men view the cosmos and human nature, 
so they must act. And when the time comes 
(Continued on next page) 
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F O U N D A T I O N MATERIAL 
E. E. Shelhamer 
H ERE we are told that we are built upon the "foundation of the Apostles, 
Prophets and Jesus Christ." What a state-
ment! It would seem that anyone with such 
a background ought to succeed. Anyone 
with such foundation stones ought to build 
a character and superstructure that would 
never crack, much less collapse. 
A great deal depends upon the material 
used in a foundation. Sometimes this costs 
almost as much as the entire building. 
Years ago in Chicago a deep excavation 
was made for a sky-scraper. Then twenty 
foot cedar poles were driven down out of 
sight, which petrefied and became solid 
stone. Then rail road rails were crossed 
and cris-crossed in cement. Then the foun-
dation proper was laid by huge, cement 
blocks and finally the twenty story build-
ing was completed. But, before the grand 
opening day the beautiful structure settled 
and was seen to crack. The city inspector 
was called and after examination the build-
ing was declared unsafe. The proud owner 
became a bankrupt and committed suicide, 
all because of a faulty foundation. 
When the great Eades, suspension bridge 
across the Mississippi river at St. Louis, 
was bijilt, the contract called for "solid 
rock foundation" for the pillars and abut-
ments. It was a gigantic undertaking and 
several lives were lost while working in 
coffer-dams, twenty feet under water. Fi-
nally they struck "hard-pan," too hard to 
penetrate except blasting. The contractor 
argued that this was sufficiently solid for 
the peers to rest upon. The commissioners 
were summoned and they insisted that the 
big safe should be unlocked, whereupon 
the original contract was carefully read. 
This called for "Solid Rock" and the 
contractor was told to go on until he struck 
it. There was no compromise and as a 
result we have a mighty highway across 
the "Father of Waters," where millions of 
tons pass over safely every twenty-four 
hours. 
Now if a "sure foundation" is so essen-
tial in this life, how much more so in 
building for eternity. Men do not just 
happen ^o be good or bad. It is said if 
we would see a model man physically, 
mentally, and morally we must begin two 
hundred years before he is born, to teach 
his father, grandfather and great-grand-
father how to live. 
There was a reason , why Methuselah 
lived longer than any other man. His age 
was nearly one thousand years. He had a 
good background — Enoch, who walked 
with God and had the testimony that he 
"pleased Him." Any one who could thus 
walk with God for three hundred years 
Eph. 2.19,20 
must have had good blood and clean hab-
its to bequeath to his children. 
We wonder why it is hard to see old 
time revivals. Why is it we so seldom 
find deep, original thinkers—those who 
have the courage to follow their convic-
tions and live ahead of their generation? 
No wonder about it! Just go back not 
too far and you will find the original 
stock was not well rooted in God. But 
thank heaven there are some glorious ex-
ceptions. Take, for instance Timothy and 
hear Paul's estimate: "When I call to re-
membrance the unfeigned faith that is in 
thee, which dwelt first in thy grandmother 
Lois, and thy mother Eunice; and I am 
persuaded that is in thee also." Thou-
sands of others since his day have arisen 
out of obscurity and have become mighty 
The Jew 
Scattered by God's avenging hand, 
Afflicted and forlorn, 
Sad wanderers from their pleasant land, 
Do Judah's children mourn; 
And e'en in Christian countries, few 
Breathe thoughts of pity for the Jew. 
Yet listen, Gentile, do you love 
The Bible's precious page? 
Then let your hearts with kindness move 
To Israel's heritage; 
Who traced those lines of love for you?— 
Each sacred writer was a Jew. 
And then as years and ages passed, 
And nations rose and fell, 
Though clouds and darkness oft were cast 
O'er captive Israel, 
The oracles of God for you 
Were kept in safety by the Jew. 
And when the great Redeemer came 
For guilty man to bleed, 
He did not take an angel's name 
No—born of Abraham's seed 
Jesus, who gave His life for you, 
The gentle Saviour was a Jew. 
And though His own received Him not, 
And turned in pride away, 
Whence is the Gentile's happier lot? 
Are you more just than they? 
No; God in pity turned to you— 
Have you not pity for the Jevj? 
Go, then, and bend your knee to pray 
For Israel's ancient race; 
Ask the dear Saviour every day 
To call them by His grace; 
Go, for a debt of love is due 
From Christian Gentiles to the Jew. 
—Author Unknown. 
for God or state, because of integrity on 
the part of a hidden mother. 
" Yes, "no man liveth unto himself, nor 
dieth unto himself." We furnish material 
for others to build upon. It may be un-
seen and unappreciated, but it is all im-
portant. We call it Foundation. 
Youth Chalenges Education 
(Continued from page 79) 
for us to act, we may embitter your de-
clining years. We may destroy the liberal 
values toward which man has struggled 
down through the ages. 
"If we are to be saved, our elders must 
assist us to harmonize our education with 
the old faith. Perhaps you will say that 
every individual should grapple courage-
ously with the facts by himself, that no one 
can do our thinking for us. Quite so. Yet 
surely with all the richness of your ex-
perience, with all your achievements, you 
and others like you can at least comment 
helpfully on the demoralizing naturalism 
and relativism that render us impotent to 
face the present world crisis. It would 
seem that America has grave need for a 
brand-new humanitarian philosophy based 
upon modern developments in the arts and 
sciences. Callow youth cannot conjure up 
such a philosophy without guidance. 
"If our outlook is ever to rise above a 
selfish materialism, somehow, somewhere, 
we must find an answer to our questions." 
Reprinted with permission from Ladies' 
Home Journal. Copyright, 1941, The Curtis 
Publishing Company. 
A Wife's Power 
" T H E power of a wife for good or evil is 
• irresistible. Home must be the seat of 
happiness or it must be unknown forever. 
A good wife is to a man wisdom and 
courage, strength, and endurance. A bad 
one is confusion, weakness, discomfiture, 
and despair. No condition is hopeless 
where the wife possesses firmness, de-
cision and economy. There is no outward 
prosperity which can counteract indolence, 
extravagance and folly in the home. No 
spirit can endure bad domestic influence. 
Man is strong, but his heart is not adam-
ant. He delights in enterprise and action; 
to sustain him he needs a tranquil mind 
and a whole heart. He needs moral force 
in the conflicts of the world. To recover 
his equanimity and composure, home 
must be a place of repose, comfort, cheer-
fulness and peace; and his soul renews 
its strength again, and goes forth with 
fresh vigor to encounter the trouble and 
labor of life. But if at home he finds no 
rest, and is there met with bad temper, 
sullenness, or gloom, or is assailed with 
discontent or complaint, hope vanishes, 
and he sinks into despair." 
